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Columbia Mission, Demise:
Fixed-Media Disinformation
Consider “Cosmospheres” before moving off into Tesla Howitzers.
to determine WHAT EXACTLY WAS HAPPENING
OR EVEN WHAT “COULD” BE WITNESSED.
More IMPORTANT, however, is the questionable
RE: SHUTTLES AND OTHER SPACE
intelligence of handling ANY space flight in the manner
OBSERVATIONS
in which this Columbia flight was brought about. Then
[CONTACT: P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV 89126. to claim it to be a simple scientific “journey” for
Phone: (800) 800-5565 (for subscription info). experimenting, again, with weightlessness, etc., when, in
this age of advanced technology—there needs BE NO
News Desk: <john.ray.1776@attbi.com>]
WEIGHTLESSNESS, you have other points at issue.
Is it actually in good consideration to have had an
COMMENTS, OBSERVATIONS
Israeli scientist aboard with all the attention focused on
AND “WHAT YOU DON’T NOTICE”
the trip when such confrontations as are in Earth
GCH—Please let us begin with the request for my considerations? This has nothing to do with “an”
comments on the “Downing of the Shuttle Columbia”. astronaut—it has everything to do with global politics
And no, “downing” doesn’t mean, necessarily, AND “BEAR BAITING”. And NO, I do not refer to
naughty games afoot. “Downing” simply MEANS, the “bear of Russia”—but “bear baiting”.
What can be acceptable and appreciated are such
“it came down to earth” with a heavy landing after
trips in a world of peace—not in a world ready to blow
being torn or blown asunder.
Moreover, a LOT of observations are tempered other countries off your map! Would a nation or an ally
with speculation because at the altitude of the craft deliberately sacrifice a crew and an OLD ship/craft to
and using “earth”-bound cameras, it is very difficult make points? Of course; it has been almost common
practice—especially in modern
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“Zionist” times. This is not an insult to Jewish
people—there are more Zionists in the U.S. than in
Israel, so let’s stop the nonsense in the gossip circles.
COULD the craft have been “brought down” by
outside forces? Of course; did we not present a whole
plethora of information on scalar beams recently?
Then there is the Tesla “shield”, which was also
covered so, indeed, a hundred things could have
happened and some of them probably did.
I shall be very careful in how I discuss this particular
issue because so much of our information is taken out of
context or totally “misprinted” as to boggle minds receiving
information and trying to relate what is interpreted from what
is presented IN HARD FACTUAL PRESENTATION.
I can give an exceptional example as in lately
there seems to be interest in some “tape” recorded
in the Philippines with FOUR people present and
directed DIRECTLY to those four persons.
We did, however, when it appeared of interest—
make available, and it is still available, that tape
for any who so much as wanted a listen.
(Continued on page 2)
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V.K. Durham shouts loudly and widely that somehow
I inferred that we were working “without” truth on our
side. She then says that it is said that “only V.K. would
know the truth!” Indeed? What truth? Does she tell you
that she would know that her holdings are a total lie? Well,
they ARE! There is no “Holding Trust”; she has
NOTHING to do with the Cosmos Seafood Energy
Marketing Ltd., and yet few others, especially in a foreign
land would know—BUT V.K. KNEW AND KNOWS
TRUTH WHILE ESPOUSING THE LIES AND
TWISTING EVERYTHING SHE TOUCHES AIDED AND
ABETTED BY HER WORKING COLLEAGUES WHO
ARE ALSO INVOLVED IN DIRTY WORK.
She has, in fact, NOW ADMITTED LOUDLY that
she is behind the “NESR(A)” WHICH WAS EDITED
TO EXPLAIN “NESARA” AND THUS AND SO. Her
way around such imbecilic productions now claims that
Doris Ekker took over Dove of something or other.
This is DISTRACTION and absurd focus in a time
when SPACE SHUTTLES ARE BLOWING UP AND
WAR LOOMS LIKE THE DAMOCLES’ SWORD.
All anyone has to do is go to source, just check the
Nevada corporate records and you will find absolute and
factual TRUTH. The same thing will come to pass, if
you pay attention, to find exactly what brought down
the shuttle craft and WHY. Enjoy your theories and
speculations—but look to logic and facts and remember
that everything is related to EVERYTHING “else”.
In the Philippines, for instance, it is simply wondered
why such a flight would have even been allowed—
BUT—the focus here is over the Chinese involvement in
the world games and how the U.S. is handling the
Asian situation and WHO is pulling the strings.
In Southeast Asia the interest is on such
players as Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Armitage.
Remember Armitage (of Col. “Bo” Gritz whistle-blowing
fame in and within the Golden Triangle of drug trade,
you know, Khun Sa in the nation of SHAN)?
Armitage then transferred into the area of the Golden
Crescent and now look where he is and what he is
doing! And yes, we can give you firsthand news being
bandied about here regarding THESE matters as the
globe gears up for war, while in the Philippines, for
example, the gold is being shipped out as quickly as
craft can be brought in to get as much as possible OUT
of here. In other countries it is drugs and gold.
Believe what you will, friends, Russia is still
POWERFUL and China is even more powerful. In
THIS neighborhood guess where the allegiances are
going to focus? When your neighbor is in war mode—
stray bullets might well fall all over the neighborhood.
This is especially true when “Big Brother” has
taunted, insulted and manipulated through force,
everyone in the neighborhood.
Facts are, about that shuttle: IT BROKE APART.
The only thing to consider is WHY and HOW.
You can KNOW that “you” will not be given truth
because—be it accident or intentional—there WILL
BE COVER-UP, for there ALWAYS “is”. WAS
THIS THE SACRIFICIAL LAMB?
We are caused to recall in a prior shuttle launch the
pictures, which were taken, by hundreds of viewers, of
a blue laser-type ray piercing through the whole scene
and emanating, it appeared, FROM THE MOON. So,
oh indeed, something and someone is “out there”
capable of this kind of havoc, and to pick off a shuttle
would not even equate to “target practice”. Or, perhaps
the test of your missile shield in the U.S. “failed”.

I mention this outrageous thought because we sit
with yesterday’s news in hand which headline reads:
“VETERANS: ‘WE WERE USED.’” Testing for
biological and chemical weapons was used on military
troops as far back as 1961—even on “captive” ships
where no escape from the testing was possible. It
is just being admitted after these 37 years of hell
and bad health for these persons involved.
I also ask that you pay attention to the “Deans” of
broadcasting such as W. Cronkite who stumbles around
like a tongue-tied schoolboy with Spongi-Brain.
SOMETHING IS CERTAINLY “WRONG”
BUT FINDING OUT EXACTLY WHAT IT IS MAY
BE A WHILE IN THE COMING.
Will it, as some writers proclaim: “Stop WW III?”
now getting under way? Well, you should begin to
find out pretty soon now.
My people who lived near Edwards Air Force
landing site for shuttle craft coming home were right
there and this flight is like nothing they experienced.
Moreover, at an altitude claimed to have been
established—there is so little atmosphere as to negate
much of a “sonic” blast. Landing at Edwards a few
miles from the coast in California it is noted that the
craft were always quite low and there were always two
booms in immediate proximity. But the craft was on
“approach”. ABSURD tales are coming out of this
landing failure and problems were already “in play”.
Obvious questions are being tossed aside and
some ask if the craft, if damaged, could not have
entered the space station orbit, docked and be repaired.
The answer is “Oh no” it was a long way from that
orbit and besides there was no docking capability?
No docking capability? Why not? Hasn’t that craft
handled docking or “hook-up” before this flight and is
that not “built into” to craft itself? And space walking
for a repair job? Are you going to suddenly have had
NO WAY for anyone to check on damage from “lift
off”? If there was damage could not the “other” shuttle
have been launched timely in order to rescue the crew
or repair the craft before re-entry? Indeed, lots of
things fail to add up to a suitable “bottom line”.
Was GOD making a point? NO, MAN MAKES
THESE KINDS OF POINTS—NOT GOD. Space craft
AND people are physical THINGS, tampered by MAN.
GOD ATTENDS THE SOULS AND ALLOWS!
The dirty culprits can put aside the whole incident
by just repeating that the crew “knew the dangers” and
chose to accept that danger. Oh well. How many
would have been foolish enough to take that ride if they
knew in advance they were picked to DIE in the
return—especially by clandestine pre-planned means? A
suicide committed “by another” is but simple MURDER.
Readers, that craft could have been brought down
by bounced beams off any number of higher-orbiting
satellites, or even lower-orbiting satellites. Scalar waves
have no directional obstructions and can be bounced
easily off a moon and right back as a warning beam to
a launching craft. They can be curved as easily.
They can also be “sprayed” as in a “net” scatter.
Mix a prana/scalar wave with a particle beam
merger and you have awesome capabilities.
You can further narrow the field of speculation by
the fact that you did not witness vaporization of the
craft—but a literal “break apart” which even allowed for
some human remains to be RECOGNIZED. This was
NOT your typical “star-wars” confrontation but rather
a very OBVIOUS viewing experiencing.
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We can rerun the scalar material if you wish but
it is wasteful of time and space. Scientists warned
in every way they could fathom but, as with the
Encephalopathies, nobody wanted to listen and
proclaimed the speakers “nuts”.
What can you do about it now? Not much!
But one thing you CAN do is stop the insanity of the
scatter of messenger-killing, loose cannons and perhaps
there is a prayer’s chance for you as a species.
I can relate this, again, to the V.K. Durham “Holding
Trust” that isn’t. How could a couple of “Ekkers”
accomplish everything in mere months that nobody else has
been able to accomplish in total—yet, INCLUDING HER!
False information is simply a LIE anyway you cut
it and to repeat LIES is no “accident”. We can look at
Patriotlad’s (V.K.’s stuff, actually) last posting.
Again there is reference to Ekkers being (away to
the Philippines) in late 1997.
Sorry, the OBVIOUS LIE can’t sell. Ekkers were
working WITH V.K. (and probably this “Richard” person)
in 1997 and did not go ANYWHERE much further than
Bakersfield, California UNTIL AUGUST OF 1998.
Oh well, this is the second presentation of such an
“error”. Would not such an “error” be apt to even
destroy a space shuttle—a whole year yet? No, there
is NO EXCUSE for presenting such erroneous
information and little more excuse for YOU believing it.
People trying to bring truth and response to the
Rumor Mill groups were simply BANNED from the
sites and now are carefully screened to KEEP truth from
the unwary site-visitors. This, without even giving
information whereat people could do a bit of
information-gathering for themselves.
Now they have posted material that APPEARS to
have been integrated WITH information about the
Clinton’s, seemingly coming from Sherman Skolnick.
This is heinous and insipid manipulation, readers.
Will Skolnick risk his own reputation to endure
such pretenses? Who knows! But we will be
quite sure that he would not be informed about any
such people as “Ekkers”. They have never played
in those playpens. The whole thing is absurd and
no thinking person would give his reputation over
to such incredibly impossible information.
Yes indeed, there were some very pointed lessons
to be learned in that shuttle downing, so please stay
tuned as you watch the focus shift and then information
be BURIED. We too hope that the space program
will not be tossed because of this incident because
your only hope of holding your own is to be able to
access satellites and have electronic capabilities.
We are amused when Saddam says he can wipe out
the U.S. invaders and that the Iraqis are all prepared.
Then pictures are shown of “troops” running about the
desert in Toyota pickup trucks hither and yon.
For some reason, however, he certainly shows no
concern. There are more serious problems in
North Korea, China, India and certainly Pakistan
than can be ever conjured in Iraq. Mel Brooks at
work? No, worse: deadly politicians!
I can only urge everyone to use logic and REASON
in your considerations as you begin to sort reality
from hype and conjecture which only presents
sensationalism rather than useful information.
As articles pour in upon your senses like a tidal
wave perhaps we can point to some which seem to
have better content than others in hopes of finding
possibilities rather than just a pile-on of fantasies.
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[QUOTING from the San Francisco Chronicle,
By David Perlman, Chronicle Science Editor,
Sunday, February 2, 2003:]
A San Francisco amateur astronomer who
photographs the space shuttles whenever their orbits
carry them over the Bay Area has captured five strange,
provocative images of the shuttle Columbia just as it was
re-entering the Earth’s atmosphere before dawn
Saturday. The pictures, taken with a Nikon 8 camera
on a tripod, reveal what appear to be bright electrical
phenomena flashing around the track of the shuttle’s
passage, but the photographer, who asked not to be
identified, will not make them public immediately.
“They clearly record an electrical discharge like a
lightning bolt flashing past, and I was snapping the pictures
almost exactly when the Columbia may have begun
breaking up during re-entry,” he said. The photographer
invited The Chronicle to view the photos on his computer
screen Saturday night, and they are indeed puzzling.
They show a bright, scraggly flash of orange light,
tinged with pale purple, and shaped somewhat like a
deformed L. The flash appears to cross the
Columbia’s dim contrail, and at that precise point, the
contrail abruptly brightens and appears thicker and
somewhat twisted as if it were wobbling.
“I couldn’t see the discharge with my own eyes,
but it showed up clear and bright on the film when
I developed it,” the photographer said. “But I’m not
going to speculate about what it might be.”
[END QUOTING]
I suggest you keep up with this, for it may well
hold some important bits of information that can be
better identified as to phenomenon possibilities. The
next to share is extremely interesting and DOES put
information and logic to good use. The more
interesting points, however, are made by a party
receiving the information from an e-mail:
“…I never thought that there was the possibility of
these sorts of weapons other than in imagination of Tesla
and engineers… perhaps this is how the little guys can
protect themselves? But how far will all those go?
Does all this advance in war weaponry mean the end of
humankind and the devastation of the planet?”
Perhaps not if POWER itself is not abused. It
remains to be seen and I would suppose the only way
to assess this is to wait and see who does what NEXT.
The comments, now that you might be curious,
come in response to the following:
[H: Wouldn’t you feel ever so much better if
this came from other than Rumor Mill News
Reading Room—where all credibility is now
defunct? However, it seems Rayelan has enough
outlets and scatter to have possibilities. Of course
it is difficult to have any of our friends and readers
give any credibility at all except that we have
recently covered possibilities. Nonetheless, source
is damaged in the recent barrage of V.K. Durham
disinformation deluging interesting webrooms.]
[QUOTING:]
HIGH PROFILE TARGET
MAKES FOR DEVASTATING BLOW
A scalar-burst strike on the U.S. space shuttle
Columbia has struck a debilitating preemptive blow to
Anglo-American plans for a middle-East takeover.
Psychological warfare tactics were to the fore in
continuing pre-conflict skirmishing over the planned

U.S.-UK invasion of the Middle-East. This time the
blow was devastating, as the Columbia ran into an
electromagnetic ‘wall’, in the sky over Texas.
[H: Wow, not that “wall” is an assumption
with which to reckon! And no, it would not have
been a ‘wall’ over Texas. The laws of physics are
not destroyed by prana beams, they are
demonstrated ever more clearly and here is
where speculation and those with some
“authority” presentations can do disservice to
“probable cause” and disregard “effect”.]
On Saturday 1st February 2003 a scalar Tesla
howitzer weapon—aimed at downing the U.S. space
shuttle Columbia was phenomenally successful and
will leave red faces in the Pentagon.
Despite the media spin of an unfortunate accident,
the nature of the crash of Columbia as evident from
eyewitness accounts. The telltale sonic boom from
the deployment of the weapon was so strong: “It was
like a car hitting the house or an explosion. It shook
that much,” John Ferolito, 60, of Carrolton, north of
Dallas, told the Associated Press.
Media reports put the noise down to the effects
of the shuttle breakup, but this is clearly spurious.
The shuttle was gliding at 203,000 feet. That works out
to almost 40 miles. Aircraft-generated sonic booms 40
miles up in super-thin air do not shake homes at ground
level. Nor do small debris parts. Just try generating
air pressure changes at ground level when 40 miles
up, no matter how fast you are going.
Just after a previous shuttle launch in
November 1985 a sonic boom occurred over the
launch site, after the shuttle had departed. The
same effects took place on at least two previous
shuttle launches. Scalar expert Tom E. Bearden
put these down to testing of the weapons.
The scalar boom effect is caused in a way
similar to a thunderstorm. In that case the lightning
cleaves apart large masses of air which boom.
The scalar weapon can generate a massive version
of the same effect. This is not a “beam” weapon
like the one used to down the two WTC towers.
[H: Wow, really reaching, friends. The Truth
would suffice far better and with much more
reality in the tower “downings”.]
It remotely produces local space-time
distortion effects by connecting through the complex
plane around which all space-time is wrapped.
[H: NO, FOR GOODNESS SAKES, IT DOES NOT
AT THIS POINT “DISTORT” TIME OR SPACE.]
MILITARY STRATEGIC CATASTROPHE
Quite how top military brass managed to hang
out an irresistibly attractive lure for targeting,
remains to be answered. If gross incompetence
was the reason, then perhaps their war might
better be delayed until the U.S.-UK Axis has some
competent military strategic leadership in place.
Let’s just recap: First, the shuttle was launched
in the middle of a tense period of nuclear weapon
sabre-rattling between the U.S. and China—with the
Democratic People’s Republic of [North] Korea
(DPRK) acting as the Chinese proxy and
battleground. Second, the propaganda highlight of
the mission was the onboard presence of an Israeli
researcher. Third, the shuttle was scheduled to land
in the middle of Chinese New Year celebrations.
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Fourth, it was scheduled to glide in over U.S.
president Bush’s home state of Texas on final
approach. [H: Gosh, let’s not forget all that
debris dumped on Palestine, Texas. So, who is
after whom?]
Given the taking the shuttle out with scalar weapons
(known to be in the possession of a number of opponents
of the Anglo-American cabal) was always going to be a
straightforward matter, the question is: who the ****
allowed this shuttle mission to go ahead at this time?
Today, February 1st, 2003 the China People’s Daily
online edition reported the DPRK’s ambassador to
Russia, Pak Ui-chun, warning in Moscow on Friday that
the DPRK would take “adequate measure to counter a
possible United States preemptive attack”.
Adequate measure indeed. When the People’s
Daily reports the words of the DPRK ambassador
there is a certain significance to such a report—
under the headline “DPRK Warns It Will Take
Measures in Face of U.S. Threat”.
As we recently reported, last week the U.S. was hit
with a scalar manipulation of weather, but the U.S.
Administration did not seem to get the message….
[END QUOTING]
Well, don’t hold your breath but coming soon on
the Rumor Mill Forum will be V.K. Durham’s
pronouncement that the controllers of the world, Ekkers
“etalliis”, surely did it. Perhaps we should shoot first
with our own howitzers and suggest that V.K. Durham,
her “Holding Trust (TIAS) and NESR(A) WITH
WHITE KNIGHTS AND CAVEMEN did it under
an ancient TREATY with Peru. Perhaps this was
Bonus 2003, sub. U.S.A.?
My goodness, it didn’t take any time at all for
the experts and scientific brains to send their
stupid nonsense around the globe.
I would go first with “Cosmospheres”
before moving off into Tesla Howitzers,
“GENTLE READERS”, as V.K. and Rumor call the
visitors to their absurd disinformation sites. It appears
that “Holding Cult” of Bat Guano worship is at it again.
There are simply those who are stronger than you are
and it might be good to respect that recognition.
I also suggest that you look VERY closely at the
“defense shield” possibilities. It may not stop beam
blasts but it surely could damage an aircraft just with the
down- and up-drafts. You have remarkable technologies
but astoundingly ignorant commentators.
Am I being sarcastic or tossing a bit of fun? Well,
it won’t come back that way but most certainly. When
everyone has “spongi-brain” it won’t matter much after
all: ☺☺☺? And yes, you CAN do something to
help yourself even with the Furious Cow Diseases.
Please pay attention and note everything you can in
any circumstance, but don’t fly off in more pieces than
from the space shuttle. The shuttle was damaged at
launch and broke up on landing. What caused those
things needs investigation—not intrigues.
There were a LOT of stupid things taking
place but conjuring nonsense only makes everyone
look as foolish as they ARE. Unless, of course,
the writer was on the “inside” and if so SHOULD
BE ARRESTED AND INTERROGATED!
Perhaps, for the next ride, be sure to bring your
Gold “Master” card. Don’t leave home without it.
Nanu, nanu, nanu.
So be it and SELAH!—GCH
dharma
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Powell’s Smoking Gun:
A Plagiarized “Thesis”
2/13/03—#1 (16-181)
RE: COMMENTARY, “NEW” CHINESE
PNEUMONIA VIRUS, SHUTTLE COLUMBIA,
12,000-PAGE IRAQI REPORT, BOGUS
POWELL-BLAIR (UK) REPORT, AND
COMMENTS ON BONUS 3391-181
[CONTACT: P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV
89126. Phone: (800) 800-5565. News Desk:
<john.ray.1776@attbi.com>]
TODAY’S COMMENTS:
GCH—In this game of journalism in a day of
sound-bites and absolute fabrications of events it is
neither good nor negative to have reached a point
where “commentary” is the most any journalist or
correspondent dares make. Because of trepidation
and consternation that others will be somehow
painted with disinformation AFTER the enemies of
“self” work it to suit their own disinformation
purposes, caution is mandatory.
It is doubly difficult at this desk to cover
much because we are having to investigate, sort
and CORRECT disinformation being put forth on
international networks as presented by “total
disinformation” parties.
We have no responsibility to SELL Truth.
Our responsibility is to PRESENT Truth, for we
have NOTHING TO “SELL”.
Example: In Manila the Iraqi consulate is having a
demand placed on it today to EXPEL an Iraqi diplomat
because it is RUMORED that somehow he had
allowed a meeting or a visit by a member of some
NOW-PERCEIVED “terrorist” group—“possibly”.
This, it is now reported: “After the President received
a phone call from President George W. Bush of the
United States.” My goodness, and how is your day?
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN YOU ARE
SPEAKING WITH AN ENEMY OR A FRIEND
OR A BINDING ALLY?
By the way, it seems a member of the team
that once guarded hostage Martin Burnham at
the time he was SLAIN is captured by the
mighty Military and oh yes, he says the military
with U.S. troops shot the man. Hummnn.
Is anyone actually working in our behalf as V.K.
and Rumor Mill scatter their disinformation? No.
Everyone here who could possibly be involved is
running about with wet pants while the scramble to
survive “politically” is the game of every day.
Therefore we push right ahead gathering
information, proof and absolute bottom-line facts along
with circumstantial evidence which PROVES our
claims and negates the opposition. This is covering
things from Gold-hauling planes transferring gold by
Herman and Russbacher IN TEXAS to full deceitful

activities with the Peruvian Consulate in Los Angeles
by V.K. Durham in her attempt to gain sole
possession of Bonus Certificate/Assets of IT.
FRIGHTENING GAMES AND DANGEROUS TO
EVEN ATTEMPT? YES, BUT GRANNY
DURHAM WILL DO AND DESTROY
ANYTHING TO BE QUEEN OF THE WORLD.
THAT MEANS: ANYTHING NECESSARY IN
AN ATTEMPT FOR THE PRIZE.
The Philippines is in jeopardy of CIVIL WAR at
the moment and again the U.S. has put forth warnings
both publicly and in specific instances for U.S. citizens
to stay off the streets, and more specifically, this
coming Friday through Sunday as a major opposition
demonstration is set for carry-through.
Ridiculous? How can it be otherwise? When
men such as Saddam Hussein and George H.W. Bush
were not only BUSINESS VENTURE PARTNERS
but had actual JOINT BANK ACCOUNTS for
funneling money here and around, how does ordinary
John Doe know what to do or who is who?
URGENT MEDICAL ALERT
I might well do a three-part report on the NEW
atypical pneumonia virus hitting China with deadly fear
of it reaching the massive population center of Hong
Kong. It is unidentified but has NO TREATMENT.
What do I recommend? I don’t! Our own
team finds that silver-supplement and
Gaiandriana keep them relatively healthy, along
with pretty good vitamins and mineral intake.
The DEADLY diseases are back with even less
ability to treat ANY OF THEM. Anyone trying to
so much as give information is instantly TURNED
IN to the FDA and, at the least, the BATF—BY
V.K. DURHAM with deliberate intent to destroy
as would any viper cornered in their own venomous
spewing as would a spitting cobra who simply
sprays everything or being within range.
You nice people are going to need every one
of those colloids you used to have available—for
only such “frequency” ions can knock out the
“neck molecule” of the viruses and prions
themselves. Good luck!
THAT 12,000-PAGE IRAQI REPORT
Readers, please realize that there are over 3,000
pages in the Iraqi “REPORT” being allowed any
semblance of public notice. There were well over
12,000 PAGES in the original report of which the
U.S. REMOVED some 9,000.
What was in those censored pages? Oh well,
things like where the Iraqis got all their deadly
weapons and biological/chemical warfare STUFF
(and how much they got).
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How can Mr. Bush be so confident that there are
things hanging around in Iraq that are not “nice”?
BECAUSE THE U.S. PUT THEM THERE
AND THEY ARE YET UNACCOUNTED!
THESE “ELEMENTS” COULD WIPE OUT
WHOLE CONTINENTS. Moreover, why bother
to strike anywhere other than starting with the
military “build-up” areas where you have now
stationed your troops and equipment?
Will your super-weapons neutralize the
chemical and biological elements waiting for use?
No, some can be incinerated but others will
simply be further “scattered” by bombing.
To again set afire the oil fields is disaster
because if you recall from the last fiasco that
POLLUTION destroys everything it touches as
to land, sea, and more especially, AIR.
Now it comes forth that the very information
used by Secretary Powell for his revealing speech
was literally the work assembled and plagiarized
from a “grad student” investigative paper dating as
far back as the last “Gulf War”. Tony Blair of
Britain got credit AND INDEED, got caught and
had to publicly apologize to the “author”—although
he has yet to apologize to the PUBLICATION
from which he got the information.
The report, therefore, is being labeled “Bogus
UK Intelligence Report” which is now
“Sweeping the Planet” as the headlines read.
This is actually not too good, citizens.
Also, you can speculate and deliberate and
create stories about the “downed” shuttle over
Texas but facts will eventually reveal intentional
“problems” and yes indeed it was suspected as a
problem as noted by the “increased security”
around that particular flight in the FIRST PLACE.
That Israeli astronaut in point, on that flight, is also
the SAME PILOT of the plane that wiped out the
Iraqi ATOMIC ENERGY INSTALLATION several
years ago. This is not good politics, people.
Even V.K. claims, to the U.S. government, in her
more recent demands and offers that neither she nor her
“trustees” will travel “because of the SCALAR”
problems. Right, make those Senators and the President
go to Ida Grove, Iowa to her house AFTER she is
provided with expenses prepaid and security brought into
place! Oh well, “Look how hard she tried!”
Are our people upset with V.K.? Oh yes indeed
but not for the reasons you might expect if you have
kept up with the events unfolding. She defrauded
them from the “get-go” and did in fact use fabricated
documents and claims to suck “us” and MANY others
into very dangerous activities and to gain support
through fraudulent means both BEFORE Russell
Herman’s death and, certainly, following his demise.
SHE CONTINUES TO DECEIVE, all the while
she urges everyone to “just get her records” in
the “recorded records”. SICK? NO! THIS IS
INTENTIONAL FRAUD.
Is Bonus 3392-181 even “REAL”? Oh yes indeed,
having been completely validated and further, USED, by
many in the U.S. government along with President
George H. W. Bush. That is not in question, readers.
What IS in focus or question is that V.K. Durham
ever had, has or ever WILL have anything at all
other than fraud to do with the asset itself.
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Col. Al Martin nailed the program as “a
fraud” to get at his enemies George Bush et al.,
but the ONLY FRAUD, especially through the
Peruvian Consulate, was 100% V.K. Durham as
established through sole use of her name—and
NOT as “Mrs.” Russell Herman.
Now we KNOW without any doubt whatsoever,
via WITNESSES, that she holds legal, lawful
CORPORATE records PROVING her subterfuge as
she attempted to change out every document to reflect
her as “holder”. No, it is NOT “OK”. It is major
felony crime. Then she sucks in other dupes and when
TRUTH is revealed she sets about destroying the
“foes” in her own inimitable way of modus operandi.
And still, even with the absurdities presented by this
“mouth” and fabricator of, even to tales of the
“Arabian Nights”, stories so absurd as to embarrass
and yet the same dupes destroy themselves in an
attempt to back her incongruous and irreconcilable
tales. We simply have to move through the
“checkout” surveillance characters.
What does it mean as to “bottom line”?
It means that we work through it, rebut publicly in
the paper the events and documents as we discover
more and more and more discrepancy. HOWEVER,
NOTE PLEASE, THAT EVERY LAST
DISCOVERY ONLY PROVES THAT WHAT WE
HOLD IS VALID, HAS BEEN USED BY THE
HIGHEST GOVERNMENT IN THE WORLD
(U.S.A.) and is 100% held in Cosmos Seafood Energy
Marketing Ltd.—so that every last centavo claimed by
Global Alliance Investment Association is not only valid
but is only a tiny portion of what is lawfully available.
WE HAVE CONTAINED THE THING, WHICH
WE CAN CALL A BEAST OUT OF CONTROL.
V.K. HAS REFUSED TO RELINQUISH TO
THE LAWFUL CORPORATION THE RECORDS.
THAT IS “HER” PROBLEM, READERS! WE DO
NOT HAVE TO PRODUCE THOSE RECORDS AS
SHE CLAIMS—SHE DOES!
She claims to hold “color” documents? No, those
BELONG to CSEML 100%. V.K. has not even been
involved for YEARS with that entity and the documents
CREATED by herself and colleagues only PROVE
her deceit and attempted FRAUD.
CSEML has turned over half of that asset, in
good and limited containment, off to GAIA as for
use in a “Global Alliance”. The other half is
contained as well until such time as arrangements
can be made to clearly identify prior use and/or
how best to contain as is judicious WITHIN the
United States of America. THAT IS THE
AGREEMENT OF GAIA AND CSEML.
The Corporation documents and property will be
either retrieved or major criminal charges brought
against this deceitful V.K. DURHAM.
You people who even bother to check on
the Internet site for Nevada corporations
will find that almost NOTHING mentioned
BY V.K. does nor “can” exist!

ANYONE WITH ANYTHING BEING PUT
FORTH TO THE ATTENTION OF THOSE
SUCH AS V.K. HAS PEDDLED HER FRAUD.
I have now met with some and was accepted
BECAUSE they could see that I am as real as
“they”. However, it is not necessary to now continue
into anything which might just get carried into more
absurdity. We MUST check out in all ways in a very
human-manifest presentation of FACT and in
TRUTH. Whether we like it or not doesn’t impact the
time spent or delays created in such “check-out”.
There is no subterfuge in any documents dealing
with Peru in ACTUALITY—period. However, V.K.
made very sure that ONLY she is referenced in any
way whatsoever in her “color documents” but had to
use those documents in her position as an officer of
CSEML in 1989 to accomplish her dirty dealings,
WITH THE CONSULATE OF Peru in 1989.
The transfer of ownership as holder of the bond
(Bonus 3392-181) itself was done and established
lawfully, by exact legal means into the protection of
CSEML BEFORE V.K. WAS IN THE PICTURE
IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM. Even her
“sharing” of the entity was done by ONLY her in a
totally fraudulent document filed just prior to
Russell’s death and while he was too sick to even
interfere with her games AND/OR THE FILING
“OF RECORD” OF ANY OF HER DECEPTIVELY
CREATED PAPERWORK FRAUDS.
There IS NO QUESTION as to ownership/
holdings of that “asset”—period! NONE!
Now, may we turn to some requests, please.
I ask that Mark please acquire some documents
and run them in the paper while preceding them with
the “Fair Use” statement while giving full credit to the
authors or publications which are involved. They will
have come via electronic equipment and therefore
should not be too difficult to retrieve for formatting.
Number one is an article by Joe Vialls, FIRE
IN THE LEFT WHEEL BAY; Israeli Star over
Palestine, Texas, may have been Sabotaged.
It is an EXCELLENT and very knowledgeable
observation.
FAIR USE NOTICE: In accordance with Title
17 U.S.C. Section 107, the following material is
distributed without profit to those who have expressed
a prior interest in receiving the included information for
research and educational purposes only.
[http://homepage.Ntlworld.com/steveseymour/
wecontrolamerica/Columbia.html] [QUOTING:]

COLUMBIA CRASH CAUSED BY
FIRE IN THE LEFT WHEEL BAY
By Joe Vialls, 2/5/03
Israeli star over Palestine, Texas,
may have been sabotaged

Claims by NASA that a ten-pound chunk of
soft water-resistant foam caused “severe
damage to the heat tiles on Columbia’s port
(left) wing” are absurd. At the time the foam
VISITATION BY JOURNALISTS
broke away from the main fuel tank, shortly after
Let us consider journalist visitation. Why would launch, Columbia had a velocity of only 513I not have personal visits with callers? BECAUSE mph, rendering the oblique glancing impact of the
IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO “CONFUSE” soft foam completely insignificant.
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Think about it, people, think about it! This is a craft
designed to withstand the impact of minor space debris
while in orbit, and then cope with enormous
temperatures during re-entry to Earth’s atmosphere.
The heat tiles are even designed in such a way that
if you lose a few (and some have been lost in the
past), the Shuttle will easily survive to fly another day.
All we have to do is ignore the NASA
fundraisers, ignore the blatantly forged Israeli picture
“proving” that Columbia had “cracks and a dent”
in its left wing, and focus on hard data which were
made available on the actual day of the catastrophe—
before NASA could start changing the ground rules.
Real-time telemetry provides us with the proper
sequence of events, which are as follows: There was
an asymmetric 45-degree F temperature increase in
the left wing, reported by heat sensors located next to
the left main wheel bay. Then these sensors failed
completely, followed by failure of those sensors which
normally report the tire pressures of the left main
wheels, which are located inside the left wheel bay.
By any reasonable analysis, at this point we
have a serious problem next to, and also inside,
the left main wheel bay. Most probable cause
(indicated by the sensors) would be fire.
Next up, the real-time telemetry records sudden
and massive drag on the left wing; drag so incredibly
severe that the emergency retro-rockets fired in an
attempt to correct the Shuttle’s attitude. Losing a few
heat tiles would produce no significant drag at all,
because they would have already left the craft and be
trailing far behind in its slipstream. Got it so far?
But what if Columbia lost 50 tiles, or even more.
Exactly how would this affect the space vehicle during
re-entry? Well, there would have been a much steeper
increase in asymmetric temperature than was
recorded by the sensors but still very little drag,
because there is a perfectly streamlined wing
surface existing immediately underneath the tiles.
NASA’s Israeli buddies with the forged
photograph [shown on noted Website] are already
inferring that “American Negligence” led to the death
of their war hero Colonel Ramon, a charming fellow
who bombed a fully-fueled nuclear reactor back in
1981. Absolute rubbish! If Columbia’s left wing had
fractured and “fallen off” as implied, the drag on the
left wing would have decreased dramatically because
of the decreased wing area, leading directly to a
corresponding massive increase in drag on the right
wing. Aerodynamic fact and real-time telemetry
prove this Israeli claim to be absolutely impossible,
so now is the time for the Zionists to get their
grubby little hands out of America’s hip pocket.
Having ruled out the impossible—and ruled out the
deliberate misinformation—we are now left with a
crystal-clear picture of exactly what we are looking
for. The disintegration of the space shuttle Columbia
was initiated by massive drag on the left wing, which
of itself could only have been caused by a very large
appendage still attached to the left side of the vehicle.
Forget any (highly likely) later NASA claims of
“space junk” being the culprit, because any such claim
is proved 100% invalid by the hard evidence. We
know that the temperatures increased in the left wing,
and we know that Columbia suffered massive drag on
the left side. If space junk had damaged the left side,
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remember that drag would have been on the right side.
There is no way out of this reality for NASA.
So what was this very large appendage? We
know the problem was in the direct vicinity of the left
wheel bay, and we know there was excessive heat
immediately before the drag commenced. Ask
yourself what happens to a car tire if it gets way
too hot. It explodes, doesn’t it? And when one
or more steel-reinforced tires explode, they hurl
large chunks of debris all over the place.
First logical culprit is the door covering the left
wheel bay, dented by the explosion and now suddenly
blocking the slipstream. It is a tempting thought, but
the wheel bay doors are very lightweight in construction
and Columbia was travelling at Mach 18,
approximately 12,000 miles per hour. As with
any conventional airliner at its normal cruising
speed, the wheel bay door would have snapped
off clean at the hinges and vanished in a few
microseconds, leaving no significant drag at all.
Put bluntly, there is only one part of Columbia
capable of creating sustained drag on the left wing
to the point of disintegration, and that is the
immensely strong titanium-alloy left main wheel leg
and axle assembly, attached directly to Columbia’s
main spar. If the exploding tire or tires seriously
damaged the hydraulics, the left main wheel
assembly would start to deploy, causing exactly the
same drag as that shown by the real-time NASA
telemetry. Let us be quite clear on this point—
the left main wheel leg and axle assembly is the
only, repeat only, appendage on Columbia
capable of causing the massive drag.
Identical damage has been suffered in the past by
a limited number of combat aircraft, but the end result
is always the same. Unable to cope with the sudden
massive asymmetric drag, the airframe, stressed
beyond endurance, starts to separate. Combat pilots
have a chance of survival if they swiftly activate their
ejector seats, but there were no ejector seats fitted to
Columbia. Even if there were, the ejector seats
would have been useless. You cannot “bang-out” at
207,000 feet and 12,000 miles per hour.
What caused the fire and then the left tire or tires
to explode is an entirely different matter. It could have
been a genuine accident, or it might have been
sabotage before flight. Of particular interest is the fact
that Columbia’s wheels are on a very small list of
items which are allowed to leave the NASA highsecurity zone. Each tire is only good for a single
landing, meaning that before take off, all of the wheels
were removed to be shod with new rubber.
It seems quite likely that the American
government’s fake warning about “toxic debris” from
Columbia is designed to scare people away from the
wreckage, leaving it relatively forensically intact for a
series of tests, including any possible explosives residue
on the remaining fragments of left wheels and tires.
Somebody help me out here. Was it Russia
or France who supplied the nuclear reactor to
Iraq: the very same fully-fueled reactor at Osiraq
that was subsequently destroyed by “war hero”
Colonel Ilan Ramon?
—The author, Joe Vialls, is a former
member of the British Society of Licensed
Aeronautical Engineers and Technologists.

The second is far larger and perhaps can be used
selectively—but with FULL recognition of publication
and access information. The entire package in our
hands came from John Ray and contains probably over
30 pages of the “Powell Report” presented through
Tony Blair of UK and actually was simply a
plagiarized “thesis” and investigative report by Ibrahim
al-Marashi in September 2002 issue of MERIA
(Middle East Review of International Affairs).
(Looks to me like the intro would be adequate—
our readers will hear about it and need to know
we know about it.)
You will certainly want to run the comment of that
Journal editor early in the information presentation.
Please give it leading comment from you as Editor, so
that readers know what they are reading.
The articles themselves need no interpretation,
unless you choose to comment.
[MM: All pertinent source, contact and linked
follow-up information is supplied within the
following response (intro) regarding their
previously published investigative report by
Ibrahim al-Marashi—subsequently plagiarized by
Tony Blair, used by Colin Powell.] [QUOTING:]
British Government Plagiarizes MERIA
Journal: Our Response
By Barry Rubin, Editor, MERIA Journal
[http://meria.idc.ac.il/british-govt-plagiarizes-meria.html]
As some of you may have heard, a major
scandal which has received global media
coverage erupted over the British government’s
plagiarism of a MERIA Journal article.
In brief, the story is as follows: Ibrahim al-Marashi
wrote a fine article in our September 2002 issue
entitled, “Iraq’s Security and Intelligence Network: A
Guide and Analysis”, which looked at that country’s
secret police and other such forces in detail. He used
captured Iraqi documents from the 1991 Kuwait war
but updated it to cover later developments, power
shifts, and personnel changes among these agencies.
(For other works using these archives in MERIA
Journal, see Robert Rabil, “Operation
‘Operation Termination of Traitors’: Iraq’s AntiKurdish Campaign”—MJ Vol.6, No.3
(September 2002) and Robert G. Rabil, “The
Iraqi Opposition’s Evolution: From Conflict to
Unity?” MJ: Vol. 6, No. 4 (December 2002).
On February 3, 2003, the British government
released a report, “Iraq: Its Infrastructure of
Concealment, Deception and Intimidation” which was
said to be based on high-level British intelligence and
diplomatic sources. It was produced under the approval
of Prime Minister Tony Blair and was highly praised by
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell. The problem was
that most of the report was taken word-for-word from
Marashi’s MERIA Journal and other articles.
A MERIA reader noticed this and alerted the
British press. The story has since been covered
by all the British television, radio, and print
media as well as the Washington Post, the New
York Times, and wire services.
Prime Minister Tony Blair’s office has apologized to Mr.
Marashi but not to MERIA Journal for this plagiarism.
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The fact is that the report was a good one.
The information was correct and highly useful.
If I may be permitted a humorous note, perhaps the
world and the Middle East would be a better place if
more governments used MERIA articles to explain
current developments and inform their people.
We are pleased that the high quality of MERIA
Journal’s articles has made them so valuable to our
readers, who now number almost 20,000 people
around the world, including many government
officials, as well as diplomats, journalists, scholars,
and students. As noted on the masthead of each
issue and all our publications, however, we do
appreciate being given credit.
The fact is that the articles by Mr. Marashi and
our other authors are highly accurate, insightful, original,
and extremely timely. This was our goal when we
began seven years ago and the many letters we
receive from readers tell us that we are in general
achieving this objective. We hope these events will
inspire more people to read MERIA.
Look for MERIA next month, to see new
articles by both Rabil and al-Marashi: Robert
Rabil, “The Making of Saddam’s Executioners: A
Manual of Oppression by Procedure” and
Ibrahim al-Marashi, “How Iraq conceals its
Weapons of Mass Destruction”.
For a free subscription, of course, one need only
write gloria@idc.ac.il and to see all MERIA Journal
articles—including those not yet republished as
statements of British policy—visit http://meria.idc.ac.il.
If you have questions on the plagiarism scandal,
please write me at gloria@idc.ac.il.—Barry Rubin,
Editor, MERIA Journal [END QUOTING]
People spend so much time playing in
conspiracy games as to miss the very
information that piles up around you.
“Conspiracy” by definition: “Those who conspire.”
More frequently used: “Two or more conspirators who
plan secret and usually unlawful acts.”
V.K. Durham, Rayelan Allan and Patriotlad’s
Richard have CONSPIRED to damage Ekkers and
related parties along with conspiracy to DEFRAUD
public citizens and do present KNOWN LIES in intent
to damage and slander. THEY WILL BE REFUTED
AND THAT REFUTATION WILL BE IN PUBLIC
DOCUMENTATION AS PUBLIC NOTICE!
Did and/or does V.K. know that which she does
and has done? Of course, 100%.
Charity, love and truth “begin at home”, readers.
I salute you who take the time to pay attention and
understand the importance of this particular task at
hand. We cannot make mistakes in this, the largest
potential for “help” offered into your hands.—GCH
dharma
NOTICE OF CORRECTION
The 1/22/03 CONTACT, page 6, column 1,
second-to-last paragraph should read
“1,333,000 metric tons”. I inadvertently
made my calculation based on $15 billion—
instead of $15 trillion. Much appreciation to
reader K.L. for pointing out my obvious
spongi-brain-related error.—MM
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Doris’ Corner
2/10/03—#1 (16-178)

Reference: Bonus issued by the
Government of Peru External Department

By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: PERUVIAN CONTRACT/JURAT/BONUS
3392-181 RELATIVE TO COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
[CONTACT: P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV
89126. Phone: (800) 800-5565. News Desk:
<john.ray.1776@attbi.com>]
COMMENTS:
E-E/D—There being so much attention lately to
the barrage of DISINFORMATION being put onto the
international Internet web with “ownership” of Bonus
3392-181 up for discussion, we feel it is time to offer
and put to disc for legal purposes the full text of the
Peruvian Consulate document (that was created by
V.K. Durham for the use of the Consulate).
V.K. Durham has made so many totally absurd
claims, including her singular ownership of that
infamous Bonus 3392-181 document, as to boggle most
minds—UNTIL THE DOCUMENTS ARE
PRESENTED. For instance, she has been trying to
change its identity to a “Commodity Contract”, placed
in her “Trust” along with the “retired” Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. (CSEML) corporation.
As you will soon see, it is not a Commodity
Contract; the “contract” is written in Spanish on
the face of the Bond and was professionally
translated by Roberto Lazo who certifies his
translation from Spanish to English.
Mr. Lazo has the following qualifications: B.A.,
English at the University of Chile; M.A., Spanish and
English Linguistics, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio;
M.A. International Affairs in Education at Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio; Ph.D. Candidate in
Linguistics at Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio;
and on Staff Linguistics Interpretations Section,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Before we present the proper translation, we
should tell our “not-so-gentle” readers (as contrasted
with those “gentle readers” of PATRIOTLAD whose
canine devotion to Ms. Durham is quite nauseating)
that there is another translation, a very sloppy
plagiarization of Dr. Lazo’s done by Ms. Durham in
order to get rid of the date of the Lazo translation,
August 24, 1984. You see, V.K. has made such a
point of not having seen Russell Herman between
1969 and 1987 (very briefly in 1986) that she is stuck
with the problem of not being present when Bonus
3392 was authenticated and its ownership transferred
to CSEML. We will not present that one here but it
is included in the package of information provided by
GAIA to DEEDholders on pages 45-47.
A quick recap of the timeline might be useful. After
its issuance and sale in New York City in 1875, no
evidence of the existence of Bonus 3392 appeared until
a lawyer in Lima, Peru issued a MEMORANDUM
(similar to a legal opinion) that is styled:

The Bonus Number 3392 issued on May 1,
1875, in the City of New York, U.S.A., by the
nominal value of 1,000 gold dollars.
The issuing of the bonus fulfilled all the
requirements and was authorized by legislative
resolution of the Peruvian Congress on April 15,
1875.
The Bonus hasn’t been either collected or
prescribed. The Law No. 3359 of 1937 is not
applicable.
//
The opinion goes on for more than a page,
ending with: “This means the United States of
America.” That refers to the law governing the
“obligation”. It is signed:
Lima, June 9, 1977
Ernesto Arias Schreiber
The Schreiber MEMORANDUM was also
plagiarized by Ms. Durham and can be found
“interpreted” in the last three pages of a 16-page
rambling dissertation she named “PREAMBLE TO
CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRACT” in her Washington
County file. It can be found in the GAIA Clark County
file (which we furnish to DEEDholders) at pages 58-73.
Next, on August 24, 1984 Roberto Lazo signed
and dated the following translation of the contract
contained on the face of Bonus 3392-181. (Where
was V.K. Durham?)
TRANSLATION OF CONTRACT
ON THE FACE OF BONUS 3392-181
WHEREAS, the Congress of Peru has authorized
the Executive by a Resolution adopted on the 16th day
of April 1875, to enter into arrangements with the
Contractors for the sale of Guano in the United States
of America for the purpose of cancelling their contract;
and whereas said arrangements have resulted in a
contract being made and executed in the City of Lima
in the Republic of Peru the 24th day of April 1875
between the Government of Peru on the one part and
said Contractors, that is to say, the Guano Consignment
Company in the United States of America, a mercantile
association duly organized and established in the said
City of Lima to the said Company, the Government of
Peru shall issue and deliver to the said Company,
Certificates of Indebtedness of the value each of ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS, United States Gold Coin to the
aggregate amount of Three million six hundred thousand
dollars bearing interest at the rate of seven percent per
annum; both principal and interest to be paid in the
United States Gold Coin, at the office of Messrs.
Hobson, Hurtado and Company, financial agents of Peru
in New York. Now therefore, the Government of Peru
hereby acknowledges itself indebted unto the Guano
Consignment Company in the United States of America,
or bearer, in the sum of One thousand dollars in United
States Gold Coin, and promises to pay said sum of One
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thousand dollars to the holder of this Certificate in the
manner hereinafter to be stated with interest accruing
thereon, semiannually, at the rate of seven percent per
annum, from and after the first day of May 1875, on
surrender of the annexed coupons as they may severally
become due, and the principal of this Certificate which
is one of a series of thirty six hundred certificates, all
of this same tenor and date but numbered consecutively
from No. 1 to No. 3600 both inclusive, shall be paid
after the following terms and manner: On the 1st day of
March 1876 out of the entire number of certificates
issued Three hundred and sixty certificates shall be
drawn by lot being 10% of the total amount issued, on
the 1st of March 1877 out of the certificates remaining
after the first drawing takes place Five hundred and forty
certificates shall be drawn by lot being 15% of the total
amount issued; on the 1st of March 1878 out of the
certificates remaining after the two previous drawings
have taken place, Seven hundred and twenty certificates
shall be drawn by lot, being 20% of the total amount
issued; on the 1st of March 1879, out of the certificates
remaining after the three previous drawings have taken
place Nine hundred certificates shall be drawn by lot,
being 25% of the total amount issued; on the 1st day of
March 1880 there will be One thousand and eighty
certificates remaining not drawn, and these shall be
considered and dealt with, in regard to what follows, as
if they had been drawn by lot on the said 1st of March
1880. The serial numbers corresponding to the
certificates drawn by lot at the different times and dates
above mentioned shall be inserted immediately after each
drawing takes place in two morning daily papers of the
City of New York, for two consecutive days, the
Financial Agents of the Government of Peru announcing
at the same time that the corresponding certificates will
be redeemed on the 1st day of May then next ensuing
and such certificates shall accordingly be paid on and
after said 1st of May in the respective years, at par value
in Gold Coin, upon presentation and surrender of the
certificate or certificates, at the Office of the Financial
Agents of Peru in New York. The drawings shall take
place at the Office of the Financial Agents of Peru in the
City of New York in the presence of the Peruvian
Consul, and with the attendance of a Notary Public and
of any person or persons who may desire to be present.
Interest of this certificate shall cease from and after the
day on which the principal shall become payable, and in
as much as the indebtedness of the Government of Peru
to the said Company, a part of which is represented by
these certificates of the total nominal value of $3,600.00
[this appears to be an error in translation since it should
be $3,600,000.00] in Gold, arises and grows out of
sums of money paid by the said Company to, or for
account of, the Peruvian Government in the
performance of certain covenants and agreements
entered into between the Government of Peru and the
said Company at sundry times between the years 1865
and 1869, towards the reimbursement of which sums of
money and the interest accruing thereon the net
proceeds of all Peruvian Guano sold for consumption in
the United States had been hypothecated or pledged;
it is understood and declared, that the same guarantee
which secured the payment of the original
indebtedness continues, and shall continue for the
future, pledged towards the payment of these
certificates and the interest accruing on them to the
extent that may be necessary and sufficient for such
purpose until the entire amount of certificates is paid
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in full with interest, to the exclusion of all other liens
and obligations which may have been to shall be
imposed subsequently to the above mentioned year of
1869, on the net proceeds of Peruvian Guano sold for
consumption in the United States, agreeably to the
agreements and stipulations entered into between the
Government of Peru and the said Company, fully set
forth in the contract bearing date the 24th day of
April 1875 herein before referred to, of which an
authentic copy is deposited with the Financial Agents
of the Peruvian Government in New York, subject to
examination by all parties having an interest in these
certificates. Know all men by these presents, that I
the undersigned Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of Peru in Washington have been
instructed and specifically authorized to pledge,
and do hereby pledge, the National Faith of Peru
towards the faithful performance and observance
of the conditions under which this certificate has
been issued as above set forth.
IN WITNESS whereof I have hereunto affixed
my seal of office and signature on behalf of the
Government of Peru, in the City of New York, on
this first day of May 1875.
Signature: Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of Peru.
Signatures: Financial Agents of Peru.
CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS
OF PERU - $1,000 GOLD
Certificate Number 3392 Bearing Seven Percent Interest Per Annum Gold.
I, Roberto Lazo, hereby certify the preceding
transcription as being an accurate translation of
said document from Spanish to English. Signed:
Roberto Lazo. Dated: August 24, 1984.
March 13, 1985 Russell Herman, as President
and Director, and Cecelia V. Xalis, Secretary and
Treasurer, filed the Articles of Incorporation for
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. with the
Office of the SECRETARY OF STATE, of the
STATE OF NEVADA.
May 15, 1985 a photographer was given “A
CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU” to be
photographed in color. This one is a surprise because
it is in a document V.K. created. She went to a huge
amount of effort to re-type or plagiarize (on legal,
numbered paper, yet) several documents to purge or
change their dates so that it would appear that she was
present whenever anything was done with Bonus 3392181, and she has changed two of the pages in this one,
so why did she not change the sensitive page in this one
also? Inadvertence? It is more likely that she didn’t
dare because the Peruvian jurat she needed so badly
depended so heavily upon the Affidavit of Authenticity,
which was dated by the photographer. It is not in her
Washington County file, however, so if you do your
“due diligence”, as she has instructed so many, by
looking in that file, you will not find any document that
discloses any activity with Bonus 3392-181 at a time
when she could not have been present.
COPY: [D: Every effort will be made to copy
DIRECTLY even to misspelled words as in
“numberr” immediately below. Could this be the
same proverbial slip as in Herrman? The man’s
name was Herman and “number” is spelled with one
“r”. This is another V.K. Durham trademark.]

PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE
SERIES 3392 NUMBERR 181
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, UNIFORM
ACKNOWLEDGMENT ACT. LOST OR STOLEN
“ANCIENT DOCUMENT”.
PROVISION & 4. “ACKNOWLEDGMENT
WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES:
“THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ANY INSTRUMENT
MAY BE MADE WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES
BEFORE: “1. AN AMBASSADOR, MINISTER, CHARGE
d’AFFAIRS, COUNSELOR TO OR SECRETARY OF A
LEGATION, CONSUL, VICE CONSUL, COMMERCIAL
ATTACHE, OR CONSULAR AGENT OF THE
UNITED STATES ACCREDITED TO THE
COUNTRY WHEREIN THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IS
MADE. 2. A NOTARY PUBLIC OF THE COUNTRY
WHERE THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IS MADE. 3.
A JUDGE OR CLERK OF A COURT OF RECORD
OF
THE
COUNTRY
WHERE
THE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT IS MADE.’”
PROVISION & 5.
“REQUISITES OF
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: ‘THE OFFICER TAKING THE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT SHALL KNOW OR HAVE
SATISFACTORY EVIDENCE THAT THE PERSON
MAKING THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IS THE
PERPERSON DESCRIBEDC IN AND WHO
EXECUTED THE INSTRUMENT.”
IT ISHEREIN ACKNOWLEDGED AND VERIFIED
BY DOCUMENTATION THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE
DEEMED A LOST AND/OR STOLEN DOCUMENT,
WHEREAS, UPON THIS DATE OF AUGUST 18,
1989, BEFORE ME APPEARED THE CO-CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AND CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD OF OFFICERS OF COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY AND MARKETING LTD: A NEVADA
CORPORATION, WITH SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE
AND DOCUMENTATION TO WARRANT
“CERTIFICATION” AND “AUTHENTICATION” OF
PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE, OF SERIES 3392,
NUMBER 181, ORIGINAL DATE OF ORIGINAL
DOCUMENT BEING MAY 1, 1875. SUFFICIENT
SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE DULY NOTED AS
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY OF MICHAEL C.
WALCUTT, WHO BEING
FIRST DULY CAUTIONED AND SWORN IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW, DEPOSES AND
SAYS AS FOLLOWSN “1. THAT HE
PERSONALLY PHOTOGRAPHED A CERTIFICATE
OF INDEBTEDNESS OF PERU, ON OR ABOUT
MAY 15, 1985; THE SAME BEING A $1,000.00
GOLD CERTIFICATE BEARING NUMBER 181
AND DATED MAY 1, 1875, ISSUED IN NEW
YORK AND SUBJECT TO THE LAWS OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK AND THE UNITED
STATES; 2. THAT THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS
DEVELOPED, THE ORIGINAL COLOR PRINT
WAS ENLARGED, AND COPIES OF THE
ENLARGEMENT WERE DELIVERED PERSONALLY
BY THIS AFFIANT ON AUGUST 6, 1986; AND, 3.
THAT THE ATTACHED PHOTOGRAPH IS A COPY
OF SAID ORIGINAL COLOR PRINT, “WITH
‘ORIGINAL NEGATIVE’.”
[D: It is now obvious from V.K.’s other statements
that this took place PRIOR to her being associated with
Russell Herman and/or Cecelia Xalis (CSEML) and thus
is the reason she has not included this document in the
records in Washington County, Illinois. You will note
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that the picture was taken on or about May 15, 1985 and
delivered and put in the security of CSEML as identified
holder (Bearer) on or about August 6, 1986. This is still
prior to any association with V.K. Durham.
V.K. Durham has told “everybody” on
international Internet that the Certificate was in her
Holding Trust since before 1982. IT COULD NOT
HAVE BEEN BOTH PLACES. Furthermore, it HAD
TO HAVE BEEN with RUSSELL HERMAN WHO
FOUNDED CSEML TO SECURE AND HOUSE THE
DOCUMENT SO THAT THE CORPORATION WOULD
BE THE IDENTIFIED “BEARER” AND NOT
HIMSELF PERSONALLY. V.K. WAS NOWHERE
AROUND RUSSELL HERMAN AT THE TIME—SO
HER CLAIMS CANNOT BE TRUE. IT GETS FAR
WORSE, READERS. ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS
BY LAW SHOULD HAVE BEEN TURNED OVER
TO THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
SHE COULD NOT HAVE LAWFULLY RETIRED
OR PUT ANY OF THIS INTO SOME NEBULOUS
“HOLDING TRUST” OF ANY KIND
WHATSOEVER—THEN, IN 1997, OR EVEN NOW.]
INCORPORATION OF
PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE 181
ON THIS DATE OF AUGUST 18, 1989 THE COCHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, AND CO-CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE AFOREMENTIONED
CORPORATION, KNOWN AS COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY AND MARKETING LTD DID IN FACT
APPEAR BEFORE THE CONSUL GENERAL
ADSCRITO DEL PERU IN THE CONSULADO
GENERAL DEL PERU’S OFFICE; LOCATED AT
6420 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 1020, LOS
ANGELES; CALIFORNIA 90048, WITH THE
SATISFACTORY SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE OF
INCORPORATION OF PERUVIAN GOLD
CERTIFICATE INTO THE AFOREMENTIONED
CORPORATION, SIGNED, WITNESSED, AND
NOTARIZED ON THE DATE OF 10 OCTOBER 1988,
FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGED BY CORPORATE
RESOLUTION OF THAT DATE.
[D: This most certainly proves that the
“certificate”, as it was still called, was ALREADY
incorporated into the “aforementioned corporation”
prior to October 10, 1988. You will further note that
the reference to WHO appeared refers here only to
“Co-Chairman of the Board, and Co-Chief executive
officer of the aforementioned corporation known as
Cosmos Seafood Energy and Marketing Ltd. Further
note that in the “so-called” “sale document” there is
the SAME error in the Corporation Name as presented
always erroneously by V.K. Durham with the insertion
of (AND) in the title. But it gets worse for V.K.
because THE CERTIFICATE WAS ALREADY HELD
LAWFULLY BY THE CSEML CORPORATION.
BOY, THIS LADY WAS A BUSY BANDIT. WE
HAVE TO CONTINUALLY WONDER WHAT
RUSSELL KNEW WHEN HE ASSIGNED THIS OVER
INTO OUR CARE AND TENDING.]
ON THIS DATE OF AUGUST 18, 1989, THE
AFOREMENTIONED CORPORATE OFFICER,
PERSONALLY IDENTIFIED AND AFFIRMED, DID
SAY SHE IS THE CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE COARD
& CO-CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SAID
CORPORATION, WITH CORPORATE SEAL AND
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SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE THAT SAID INSTRUMENT
WAS SIGNED AND SEALED IN BEHALF OF SAID
CORPORATION AND THAT SAID INSTRUMENT
WAS ACKNOWLEDGED BY AUTHORITY OF ITS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ON THE DATE OF 10
OCTOBER 1988, AND SAID PERUVIAN GOLD
CERTIFICATE OF SERIES 3392, NO 181, DID IN
FACT ON THAT DATE BECOME THE SOLE
PROPRIETORS OF SAID CERTIFICATE, BY
CORPORATE RESOLUTION OF THAT DATE.
SINCE THE DATE OF INCORPORATION OF
SAID PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE INTO THE
AFOREMENTIONED CORPORATION, THE
ORIGINAL DOCUMENT HAS BEEN EITHER LOST
AND/OR STOLEN. AS A RESULT, THE
VERIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION OF LOST
AND/OR STOLEN DOCUMENT HELD BY
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY & MARKETING
LTD; IS HEREWITH ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE
LOST AND/OR STOLEN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT IS
BECOME NUL AND VOID. AND, IN ITS STEAD;
SHALL STAND THE “COPY OF THE ORIGINAL”
AS AUTHENTICATED AND CURRENTLY HELD IN
THE FORM OF AN AFFIDAVITED, WITNESSED
AND NOTARIZED PHOTOGRAPH TO STAND IN
STEAD OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT; THEREBY
TAKING PRECEDENCE OVER THE ORIGINAL
DOCUMENT IN THE FORM OF A CORPORATE
SEALED PHOTOGRAPH. THIS DOCUMENT
SHALL HAVE ALL THE ENCUMBRANCES; AND
BE HEREINAFTER SUBJECT TO THE KNOWN
“BEARER BOND” PRIVILEGES AS THE
ORIGINAL? HAD IT NOT EITHER BEEN LOST
AND/OR STOLEN.
IT IS HEREIN THEREFORE ACKNOWLEDGED
NOW AND FOREVER THAT THE ‘SEALED’
PHOTOGRAPH OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT OF
THE KNOWN “PERUVIAN GOLD CERTIFICATE
SERIES 3392, NUMBER 181, TO BE DEEMED A
JUST AND LEGAL DOCUMENT; BELONGING BY
OWNERSHIP OF COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
AND MARKETING LTD; AS A BEARER BOND OF
SAID CORPORATION; AND SHALL BE DEEMED
THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT, ACCORDING TO THE
ORIGINAL CONTRACT OF MAY 1, 1875.
[D: Even if someone WANTED to argue about
CSEML’s ownership, here it is in black and white
that the “ownership” of the “certificate” was placed
into CSEML before it was declared lost or stolen
and replaced by the photograph. Since CSEML was
formed FOR THAT SPECIFIC PURPOSE by Cecelia
Xalis and Russell Herman, we expect that the Board
Resolution accepting responsibility for the asset was
dated much earlier than the Resolution supplied by
V.K. to the Peruvian Consul of October 10, 1988.
Those early records of the Corporation are probably
still with V.K., if they have not been lost in one of
her moves. This contract/jurat only justifies, or
attempts to justify, V.K. Durham’s claim to
something of which she was but a “Johnny-comelately”. Not only did she not have any holding in
the certificate itself, she had no holding in CSEML.
Facts are: It has always (after being a simple
“bearer certificate”) been owned by CSEML—
PERIOD. V.K. claimed to be “Co”-everything but
there is absolutely no evidence other than that SHE
appointed herself to those positions as she tried to
take control of the corporation itself.
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V.K. Durham was nowhere around at the
founding, FOR THE PURPOSE OF HOUSING THAT
CERTIFICATE, of CSEML in 1985 and all the lying
and check-kiting she can conjure will not change it
otherwise. It would further appear that she also
tried to keep Russell Herman from knowing about
her antics. Fortunately, he did know and, further,
provided us with bunches of this kind of
information while she keeps hidden and hostage
the actual records of the corporation which should
put this lady into a nice uncomfortable prison for
many years. SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WAS
DOING, READERS! AND WE ARE BLAMED
FOR EVERYTHING ROTTEN SHE HAS
PRESENTED AS TO HIS CAUSE OF DEATH?
NOT US! V.K. is one totally ruthless person!]

possession of V.K. Durham—as there are
numerous witnesses to same. However, all past
CSEML corporate records and seals in the
possession of Russell Herman upon his death
belonged to said corporation and should therefore
be returned to the lawful officers of COSMOS
SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
However, I also believe that all will agree
that there is ample evidence that the proof is
available—even if hidden and unlawfully held
by Ms. V.K. Durham—that there is NO
HOLDING TRUST. Certainly she has NEITHER
CLAIM NOR STANDING WITH COSMOS
SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.]

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
FOR SECURITY MEASURES

IN ACCORDANCE TO: INFORMATION
PRACTICEDS ACT OF 1977 (C.C. 1798 et seq.)
BECAME EFFECTIVE ON JULY 1 1978. ACT
DECLARES THAT ALL INDIVIDUALS HAVE THE
RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN CONNECTION WITH
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THEM AND THAT
THIS RIGHT IS BEING THREATENED BY
INDISCRIMINATE MAINTENANCE, COLLECTION
AND DISSEMINATION OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION. ACT ESTABLISHES OFFICE OF
INFORMATION PRACTICES; REQUIRES EACH
STATE AGENCY MAINTAINING SYSTEM OF
RECORDS CONTAINING PERSONAL OR
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO FILE WITH
OFFICE OF INFORMATION PRACTICES NOTICE
CONCERNING RECORDS MAINTAINED BY
AGENCY; REQUIRES STATE AGENCIES TO
MAINTAIN PERSONAL OR CONFIDENTIAL OR
STATUTORY OR FEDERALLY MANDATED
PURPOSE AND TO COLLECT INFORMATION
DIRECTLY FROM INDIVIDUAL WHO IS SUBJECT
THEREOF IF PRACTICABLE: PROHIBITS
DISCLOSURE
OF
PERSONAL
AND
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION EXCEPT WHERE
CONSISTENT WITH SEVERAL SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS; PROVIDES FOR INDIVIDUAL
INQUIRIES AND ACCESS TO RECORDS AND FOR
INDIVIDUAL’S RIGHT TO REQUEST AMENDMENT
IN PERSONAL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN
SUCH RECORDS AND PROVIDES FOR
INDIVIDUAL’S RIGHT TO BRING CIVIL ACTION
AGAINST AGENCY UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS: SPECIFIES PENALTIES FOR
WILLFUL VIOLATIONS AND PREVENTS
AGENCIES FROM CHANGING OR DESTROYING
INFORMATION TO AVOID COMPLIANCE WITH
“ACT”. [END OF DOCUMENT]
At the bottom is a handwritten line which reads:
Date: Aug 18, 1989, Cosmos Seafood Energy and
Marketing Ltd. V.K. Durham as Co-CEO “and” Co
C.B., and a second line dated Aug 18, 1989 with her
typical Signature for Russell Herman CB. & CEO by
VKD (initials). It is also obvious that Russell Herman
was not invited to participate.
We hope the reader will overlook our not saying in
advance why the font and formatting of the foregoing
would be changed—twice. The document (without our
annotations) is five pages. The first page and last page
are done in a “straight” font (we used Ariel) and are
justified, which is best done on a word processor or
computer. The middle three pages are typical “VK”

COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING
LTD: DO HEREIN REQUEST THE PRIVACY ACT
AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
CONFIDENTIALITY ACT TO BE IMPOSED AT
ALL TIMES REGARDING PERUVIAN GOLD
CERTIFICATE SERIES 3392 NUMBER 181; TO
INSURE SAFETY OF LEGAL BEARERS OF SAID
BEARER BOND.
NOTICE OF LEGAL HOLDER OF PERUVIAN
GOLD CERTIFICATE, SHALL HEREINAFTER BE
KNOWN AS THE LEGAL BEARER, ESTABLISHED
BY THE CORPORATE SEAL OF THE “PERUVIAN
GOLD CERTIFICATE SERIES 3392 NUMBER 181”.
THE CORPORATION AND THE CORPORATE
SEAL OF COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY AND
MARKETING LTDS, SHALL BE THE “ONLY”
LEGAL BEARER TO BE HELD AS LEGAL TENDER
AND CAN ONLY BE ACTIVATED BY
ADDITIONAL CORPORATE SEAL
ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE PRESENTLY KNOWN
PRESENT OFFICERS.
[D: To avoid any misunderstanding as to these
“instructions”: This is a perfect example of V.K.’s
penchant for always trying to write her own rules.
This is PURELY and SOLELY a requirement of
one, V.K. Durham who was, at the most, “a
business associate” of Russell Herman. Until
such time as there are other instructions we
will hold CSEML and recognize Global Alliance
for what it is: an ALLIANCE with the portion
as established by Russell Herman by
assignment of “his portion”. Global Alliance
will only utilize a small part of its “portion” as
agreed with the U.S. Treasury. Now next
comes the coup de gras, readers:]
ON THIS DATE OF AUGUST 18, 1989,
HEREIN ON THIS AFOREMENTIONED DATE,
CERTIFY “THE AFFIDAVITED CERTIFIED
PHOTOGRAPH COPY, DULY SEALED? BY
CORPORATE SEAL, SHALL NOW AND FOREVER
PREVAIL OVER THE STOLEN AND/OR LOST
ORIGINAL DOCUMENT, AND BECOMES THE
PREVAILING “ORIGINAL DOCUMENT” INSTEAD
OF THE STOLEN AND/OR LOST DOCUMENT AT
ALL TIMES FROM THIS DATE FORWARD.
[D: Now readers, there certainly is a
PHOTOGRAPH COPY, a COLOR NEGATIVE,
CSEML documents and corporate seal in the

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
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done in all caps on her IBM Selectric. (The kind with
which you can change the font by changing the “ball”
but it will not “justify” (i.e., making all of the lines the
same length to give the page a neat, “square” look.) The
middle three pages contain the Peruvian “stamp” in the
upper left corner; the first and last page do not.
V.K.’s refusal to edit and correct her own mistakes
is evident in both kinds of pages. We would guess that
the changed pages were done in about July of 1994
when she became so creative in order to put
documentation into the Washington County file (August
1, 1994) that would confirm her own claim or
participation in the ownership of Bonus 3392-181.
Ironically, if she had not tried to claim it ALL, we would
never have had to do the research that uncovered the fact
that her claims were completely fabricated from nothing.
Had she curbed her greed, we would not have pursued a
claim to “her half”; one tenth of one half is surely more
than enough to do our mission, and just the “crumbs”
would be plenty to take care of our personal obligations.
Typically, embassies and consulates have a large
rubber stamp that they use on the back of the last sheet
of a document they are asked to authenticate. The
stamp leaves some blanks to be filled in by the
consulate officer. Mark will probably find a place to put
a copy and we will also type it in here. This is the
JURAT indicating that Peru has determined that the
Bonus 3392-181 has not been redeemed, acknowledges
its recognition of the corporate resolution accepting
ownership by CSEML as the named “bearer”, and
acknowledges the substitution of the photograph
for the original certificate. [QUOTING:]
CONSULADO GENERAL DEL Peru
IN LOS ANGELES
Order Number 7309
Document Number 046
Peruvian Gold Certificate 3392-181
Signed by David Gonzalez Umereo
Consul General Del Peru
Dated August 21, 1989
[D: On the same page and probably to save the
cost of filing an additional page, V.K. has pasted in
an unrelated “receipt”, the text of which reads:]
1 Peruvian Gold Cert. Series 3392 #181
Order #7309
Doc. #046 [see above numbers] Oct. 12, 1993
RECEIVED FROM VK. Durham Co Ceo CSEML
for collection—Boatman’s Bank, Belleville, Illinois: Signed by
Mary Ann Koesteier.
[D: On a line (the alignment of which matches
neither receipt) between the two receipts, V.K. has
typed in “LEGALIZA LA FIRMA, NO EL
CONTENIDO..” which she claims means that her
signature is not to be contested. More of making
her own rules, of course.] [End Quoting]
[Mark, please, even though the copy is partial as the
seal of Peru receipt would have been on the back of the
document just copied, please run the copy of the full page
we will FAX to you. There are incredible bits of evidence
right here.] [MM: Please see adjacent columns.]

V.K. Durham has taken and is illegally withholding from
the current Officers and Directors the records and property
of the Corporation, a circumstance that we will have to soon
address. It would not have to be, at least in the beginning,
the “case of the century”. It could begin with a simple
“Show Cause” action in which the Nevada court is
asked to ask her why she has not given up the records
and documents to the succeeding Officers and
Directors. If she declines on the basis that they have
been lost or destroyed, we can ask the Court’s
permission to replace them. If she declines for some
other reason, then the real fun can begin.
The next may be a bit difficult to follow so we will go
slow. Some readers may recall that another infamous
document purporting to “sell” Bonus 3392 to V.K. and
Russell was dated December 2, 1989. The exact language
used is: “The sale made with vauable (sic) consideration of
said certificate BONUS 3392 NO. 181, herein transfer the
“known” certificate to responsible parties known as; Russell
Herman and V.K. Durham to be held as their personal and
private property to dispose of as their personal wish.” To
draw attention to this particular document, V.K. claimed it
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to be the very one Rick Martin used to copy Russell’s
signature on the Assignment of August 5, 1993 that was
used to carry Russell’s “portion” to GAIA. Yes, the same
Assignment that she keeps asserting was notarized four
years after Russell’s death when it was Rick’s signature
transferring it to GAIA that was notarized.
IF THIS “SALE” DOCUMENT WAS VALID, THEN
CSEML WOULD “NOT” HAVE BEEN OWNER ON OCT.
12, 1993.
THIS MEANS A BLATANT AND
INTENTIONAL ATTEMPT TO DEFRAUD BOATMAN’S
BANK. However, it appears more likely that the “sale”
document did not come into existence until just before it
was filed in Washington County, Illinois August 1, 1994,
only four weeks before Russell’s death August 29, 1994.
Additionally, Russell had assigned “my portion” to Rick
more than two months earlier, so it seems unlikely that
he would have allowed V.K. to “enter it for collection”
while he was alive. He once said that he knew where
it was at all times, so she must have altered the date
on the Boatman’s receipt.
It is also noted, AGAIN, that on the filing face page in
Washington County, which is a “Warranty Deed” form, we
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find that V.K. is the only person to sign anything and she
acts “for” Russell Herman in all instances. Moreover, on
the copy she provided to us the address and county
information had been “whited out”, apparently for reuse in
Gallatin County for Wills, etc. In the filed records obtained
by the Korean lawyers, those blanks are appropriately
filled in as to Washington County and the Okawville
address, which shows that V.K. is not above changing
a form even AFTER it has been notarized.
Further, on the “sale” document where V.K. has claimed
that the Bonus 3392-181 was transferred to her and Russell,
we find only a reference to a “certificate”.
The “gold certificate” at that time
(December 2, 1989) no longer had any
value, since it had been replaced by the
photograph as confirmed by the Jurat of
August 21, 1989. Well, it had been over
three months since she had the Jurat
issued; perhaps she forgot.
An amusing aside: In statements
made just this week, Ms. Durham says
her family has held the asset for some
127 years. Sure, and the number of her
TRUST is TIAS 12087?
She claims that all of her property
was always “IN HER MAIDEN NAME”
which would be automatically assumed
here to be “Durham”. However, V.K. has
supplied by her own hand a “Second
Marriage” “Application and Record”
which she presents as proof of her
marriage to Russell Herman. The entire
document is fraudulent but to avoid
confrontation by YOU readers, she now
claims that Ekkers personally filched the
records from her “recorded records”.
No, just more totally spurious
accusations and scattering of
disinformation. It should be noted that
while working with V.K. there had been,
we felt, no reason to doubt what she
was telling us other than what Russell
Herman had told us “otherwise”.
On this “MARRIAGE APPLICATION
AND RECORD” there is not even so much
as a “state file number” (always without
exception required). But the interesting
thing is that she HERSELF lists “Edith
Naomi Hayes of Shawneetown and H.
LaRue of Shawneetown” as her PARENTS.
That is “Mother” and “Father”. Now it
appears, readers, that there is something
very wrong in stating that her name is
“Durham”, although we do expect some
quite “original” excuse for such a blunder.
Also, the signature of Thomas Ganz
is “signed” supposedly by a Nancy
Hereman. Strangely, the “H” is very
much like the H in the signature of
Russell Herman, and the small r’s are
virtually identical. Maybe the same
person signed all of those signatures?
Except she forgot to sign for the
Minister.
At the top of the page is pasted on
what is intended as a certification of
Thomas Ganz that this (below) is a true
and correct copy…. Please note the V.K.
trademark “;” after the word Mexico. It
is also obvious that Thomas Ganz’
signature has been IMPORTED from
some other document because the
signature line is out of alignment.

[Mark, please let us waste the space and run a copy of
that document, again.] [MM: Check out V.K.’s obvious
forgery of Russell Herman’s signature below—compared
to the original on his U.S. Passport on the next page.]
While we presume most of these “marriage” documents
were created to try to qualify for receiving Russell Herman’s
pensions, she compounded her problem by CLAIMING to
OWN the entire asset, which she loves to express in
quintillions of dollars. Therefore the welfare and pension people
wanted substantiation of the claim and certainly were NOT going
to assist a woman with all the money IN THE WORLD.
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V.K. now claims that those denying her claims to Russell’s
pensions were “members of the Ekker Cult”—intentionally
doing her in and destroying/removing all of her records
causing her to “somehow” be “deceased” in the records.
Reaching? Well, not as far as yesterday’s silly story
of Rayelan’s husband (Gunther Russbacher) and her
husband (Russell Herrman-Herman) TOGETHER piloting
one of those “gold moving” planes. This plane, it seems,
was brought down in TEXAS and the “black hats” took
the gold and ran-away-ran-away with it. We consider
TEXAS to be an interesting “short cut” to get from the
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Philippines to Austria to transfer gold or anything else. What
was especially interesting is that these episodes were taking
place in 1994 while Russell Herman was on his deathbed from
“serin gassing”, parasite attacks, radiation overdose, tortured
abduction, hanged on “meat hooks” and beaten until his left
ribs were broken as well as his arm from shoulder to elbow
(and that after falling off the steps and breaking both hands), so
he could not have signed any documents on August 5, 1993.
Now she has given ANOTHER of his terrible experiences
which caused his death but not on the date on his death
certificate. IT SEEMS HE ACQUIRED “FLESH EATING”
DISEASE WHILE SOUTH OF THE BORDER DOWN
MEXICO WAY! Is that supposed to account for the
lack of “flesh” on the poor dead man’s body?
[MM: I believe that it’s important to re-run the image of
Russell Herman’s U.S. Passport here so that ALL readers
can compare his authentic signature against V.K. Durham’s
OBVIOUS FORGERIES appearing on all her documents.]

[EJ: I cannot rob you ones of the joy of reading V.K.’s
exact words, even though Doris did a very thorough job re
Texas, the state of her birth: “Yes, Rayelan; Both of our
husband’s were involved with movement of “a part” of the
PHILIPPINE GOLD. Yes, they did Pilot the same plane that
was forced down just outside MIDLAND TEXAS and the
gold was taken off by “THE BLACK HATS.” Isn’t that
sisterly? Maybe that kind of inane musing woke Rayelan
up to the image in which V.K. was trapping her. Has
Rayelan REALLY excluded V.K.’s postings from her
Website? If so, maybe this li’l newspaper can get
back to publishing some news. The world is ex- or
im-ploding and it would be nice to know which.]
V.K. continues to write to everyone she can name (and
we have to assume it is so—at least for legal purposes) that
Doris Ekker is Princess Rani of Saudi Arabia and wrote
something at least ten years ago, ONLY presented in Arabia,
as, no less, St. Germain! It was supposedly written in Arabic
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and proves that we are behind all of the “terrorists”
and expressing as “false-flag Muslims”. Memory must fail
me, for I don’t KNOW ANYONE, even Prince Bandar
(of Arabia or Brunei), from any of the countries she claims I
totally control and “support”, TERRORIST OR OTHERWISE.
Well, keep it rolling because it is working its magic as
we have to respond to some of the idiocy while others
suggest “putting her away”! No, we wouldn’t want her
“put away”; she has damaged so many people, nations
globally, and our own beloved United States of America,
with her absurd “offers” and demands—always under
her conditions—that there must be some restitution.
As always, that is not our affair.
We have what we hope is V.K.’s “swan song”, a 14-page
re-ramble through her Chapter Eight and “bullet to the ear of
Congress” inventions which we must take up before we can
conclude this writing. Before doing so, however, we will attempt
to wrap up the matter of ownership of Bonus 3392-181.
Based upon the two Affidavits we have presented
during the past year, and with the above information added
in, we cannot imagine any rational person reaching any
other conclusion than that V.K. Durham is a LIAR and
should be indicted for CRIMINAL FRAUD. As late as mid1997 she was trying to get $5,000 from us to establish her
“TRUST” and since she uses a non-existent trust number
(TIAS 12087) it is highly unlikely that she has ever
succeeded in establishing it. Of course, it would not make
any difference if she had a trust, she had no means of
transferring the asset or CSEML to the ownership of a trust.
The asset was transferred to Cosmos Seafood Energy
Marketing Ltd. CORPORATION via corporate resolution by
Russell Herman and Cecelia Xalis, which was confirmed by
the Peruvian Jurat. Russell assigned “his portion” to Global
Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) via Rick Martin,
which turns out to be 100%. If, for some legal but
unknown reason, that assignment was unacceptable, the
100% remained with CSEML, which is under the control
of the same people as control GAIA. GAIA and CSEML
have created joint corporate resolutions, each giving the
other 50% of the asset so that, should there ever be
litigation concerning the assignment, there will never be
any way to take away the 50% of either.
[Let us quote from V.K.’s February 8, 2003
posting through her devotee, “Patriotlad”:]
Gentlemen—you have less than 15 days
to “meet” with “Signatory/Holder/ Owner” of
Bonus 3392-181 i.e., The Outstanding Primary
Creditor of the United States “to obtain
Resolution.”
The U.S. Senate Banking Committee
representatives with “full capacity and
authorization” and the U.S. Department of the
Treasury representatives “with full capacity to
do the business of the United States” must
come to the Trust for Resolution.
Due the this present [threat of ] SCALAR
weapon events, representatives of the Trust
do not travel.
William Anderson is the designated “go
between all of us.”
Gentlemen: You have less than 15 days
for resolution & remedy.
I remain the outstanding, Primary Creditor
of the United States and this alleged U.S.
DEBT—
Yours truly,
V. K. Durham, CEO/SIGNATORY
THE DURHAM (INTL. LTD.;) HOLDING
TRUST (TIAS 12087) [END QUOTING]
[The next posting is titled: THE MURDEROUS
INTENTIONS OF “HATONN”:]
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We rather doubt that Ms. Durham would be so foolish
as to use such a non sequitur as a headline, so it must
have been manifested by Patriotpuppy. It gets worse by
attributing the expression “A BULLET TO THE EAR OF
CONGRESS” to “G.C. Hatonn also known as St. Germain, or
Doris Eloise Ekker, the co-conspirator WHO IS NOW
financing the Al Qaeda network.” For the record, we will
list some additional accusations that offer us ample grounds
for suing V.K. and those who have, from time to time, been
so foolhardy as to post her tripe on the Internet.
• The attribution of “Chapter Eight” and all
of its libelous trash to Doris Ekker—Mrs. Ekker
did not write “Chapter Eight”
• That Ekkers are conducting un-American
activities, are “two notorious swindlers” who have
“fled this country after cheating many elderly people
out of their gold, retirement monies, properties and
inheritances.”—Ekkers have swindled no one.
• That “These facts… have been proven in
court.” What was proven in court was that the case
had no merit and was filed as a diversionary tactic in
an effort to protect an ex-friend of Ekkers who had
stolen some gold.—Ekkers ultimately won.
• That Ekkers have entered into agreements with
certain parties associated with the U.S. Federal
Government, splitting 50-50 “all monies taken down on
the Bonus 3392-181”, and have been for years
supporting the “Al Qaeda” network of Islamic
radicals—As officers of GAIA, Ekkers have published
their “agreement” with the U.S. Treasury and
routinely present it to DEEDholders, bankers and
others. It does not split anything with any one in
the U.S. government. Ekkers have never
supported Al Qaeda or “Islamic radicals”.
• That Doris J. Ekker has developed a fanatical
hatred of her homeland, which she now calls “the
United States of Israel”.—That is taken out of context.
It is a quote of the Jewish attorney and
Professor of Law, Alan Dershowitz. Ekkers
love their country and are doing something to
help her people recover their sovereignty.
• That Ekkers are participants with Al Qaeda
and the FED in planning a BANKING WAR to
bankrupt the U.S. Treasury—Nonsense.
• And finally: “Additional documentation from
the internationally respected accounting firm of
Ernst & Young relates that the Ekkers are collecting
up to 50% up front, in gold from unsuspecting
victims of these BOGUS GOLD INSTRUMENTS,
which are aimed at the United States, in the current
jihad of the Al Qaeda.”—We would like to see that
documentation from Ernst & Young. If that is true,
we will willingly sell CSEML and all of its assets to
Ms. Durham for one dollar. If it is not true, Ms.
Durham should crawl in her cave and shut up.
We note that V.K. “retires” but is back again before the
ink dries on the retirement papers. Rumor Mill also claims
to have dropped V.K. from her Website to give her “her
own” but the garbage is right back on before morning. This
last one gave us a whole new list of “damages” so, yes
indeed, PLEASE DON’T QUIT SHARING. This is “our”
lives, friends! I don’t know what V.K. thinks she is doing
but each blast now simply gives us more and more
protection and legal recourse, inclusive of the Web-masters
involved. So, “bottoms up, old girl, here’s mud in yer eye”.
We can do this—if YOU can, friends. Moreover,
since it is necessary, we can also do this nit-picking but
distasteful task. Actually, we DO have such abundant
appreciation pouring our way as to make the
“painful” part only aspirin-worthy for the pain in the
neck. When it gets to be too big and too much—LET
GO AND LET GOD!—Doris and E.J. Ekker
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
FOR BETTER OR WORSE,
WAR COULD REDEFINE AMERICA
By Michael Tackett, Tribune, 02/14/03
WASHINGTON—As an anxious world awaits a
report Friday from UN weapons inspectors, the
United States finds itself at a thorny crossroad, and
the path it chooses could define its role in the world
as profoundly as any event since World War II.
America hasn’t often been in this place. On the
cusp of war, historic alliances are frayed and fragile.
Institutions that the U.S. helped create and nurture,
the United Nations and NATO, could lose their
relevance and effectiveness.
Domestically, officials are warning of an impending
terrorist attack and imploring people not to take up arms but
rather to take up rolls of duct tape and plastic sheeting to
protect against a chemical or biological attack.
The economy is sputtering, and conflict, at home
or abroad, will only make it worse. …
A near-term military victory in Iraq could still
yield long-term diplomatic problems throughout
Europe and beyond. If the U.S. does not find
common ground with China, Germany, France and
Russia—countries that have sharply challenged the
Bush administration on Iraq—each individual alliance
will be strained. The relationship with China, for one,
could have implications for how the U.S. handles the
emerging nuclear threat in North Korea.
If the UN report leads to intransigence in NATO
regarding military support for Turkey, the U.S. could simply
defy the alliance, which has been a cornerstone of
international security for more than a half-century. …
In other conflicts, U.S. involvement was guided by the
principle of containment to halt the spread of communism
and the expansion of the Soviet Union. Still other wars
resulted from provocative, hostile acts that directly affected
national security and economic well being.
None of those urgent factors apply to Iraq. And that
is in part why Friday’s report and how the U.S. chooses to
respond to it will have such long-term repercussions.
“I view this decision as a fateful decision for America’s
future place in the world,” said William Galston, a former
senior official in the Clinton administration and policy
analyst at the University of Maryland.
“It will redefine our relationship with every alliance that
we are a member of, every institution that we are a member
of, and every region and every country with which we have
diplomatic, economic and military relationships.”…
By pointedly challenging the credibility of the UN,
Bush is sure to provoke criticism in some capitals of Europe
but almost equally certain to be praised in his Republican
Party, where skepticism of the UN has deep roots.
Even some in his own party, however, thought he
should lower the temperature of his words.
“I’m sorry the president has chosen those words,
because I do not think those words enhance America’s
relationships with the allies. We need to deal not just with
North Korea and Iraq but Afghanistan and the Middle East
and beyond,” said Sen. Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.), a
member of the Foreign Relations Committee.
“Sure, if we want to bolt from the UN structure
and attack Iraq, there is little question that we would
win. But at what cost?”

Others worried about the precedent that the U.S. might set.
“It seems to me that if we can disarm Saddam
through collective international action, engineered by
the United States, we will have scored a great victory.
But more important, we will have set a precedent for
constructive leadership to deal with similar problems
elsewhere,” said Zbigniew Brzezinski, who was national
security adviser to President Jimmy Carter.
“If, on the other hand, we rush to war on our own for
the sake of removing Saddam from power and not for the
sake of disarmament, we will find ourselves much more
isolated,” Brzezinski said. “The aftermath of the war will be
exclusively our burden, and no constructive precedents for
dealing” with such situations will have been set. …
“You don’t have to know a lot about diplomatic and
military history to know that the rise of pre-eminent
power tends to lead to the rise of new powers to try
to restrain the activities of hegemonic powers,”
Galston said. “And we are now that power. I think
a lot of what is going on in Europe has less to do in
particular with Iraq policy and more to do with the
much more general sense of what Rumsfeld called
‘Old Europe’—that the United States cannot be
permitted to have complete freedom of action.”
If that comes to pass, it would be a new role for
the U.S., and it would come at a time of increased
globalization and economic interdependence. That is
one reason, Hagel said, that he believes it would be
a mistake to not work within the UN structure.
“If you propel the world into war on somewhat
of a unilateral basis with some allies that we have
essentially bludgeoned and coerced into it, then what
do you have when it is over?” Hagel said.
Few doubt that the U.S. would prevail militarily in Iraq.
But how the U.S. exercises its power to get to that end,
some said, is at least as important as the end itself.
“Right now there is nobody in a position to act
against us,” Brzezinski said. “Therefore we are the
ones who have to exercise the best judgment.”
HOW CATASTROPHE THREATENS
THE 12 MILLION CHILDREN OF IRAQ
By Leonard Doyle, Independent—UK, 02/12/03
“They come from above, from the air, and will kill us
and destroy us. I can explain to you that we fear this
every day and every night.”—Shelma (five years old)
It is not Saddam Hussein and his henchmen, but
Iraq’s 12 million children who will be most vulnerable
to the massive use of force that the U.S. plans to
unleash against their country in the coming months.
With or without UN Security Council backing, the
looming war on Iraq will have immediate and
devastating consequences for the country’s children,
more vulnerable now than before the 1991 Gulf War.
A team of international investigators—including two of
the world’s foremost psychologists—have conducted the
first pre-conflict field research with children and concluded
that Iraqi children are already suffering “significant
psychological harm” from the threat of war.
The team was welcomed into the homes of more than
100 Iraqi families where they found the overwhelming
message to be one of fear and the thought of being killed.
Many live in a news void, with little information
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concerning the heightened threat of war. …
But it is the fear expressed by the majority of the
children that most shocked the team. In a breaking voice
13-year-old Hind told them: “I feel fear every day that we
might all die, but where shall I go if I am left alone?”
When and if a massive bombardment and invasion
comes, the investigators predict the consequences
will be so dire that the plight of Iraqi children must
be given more priority when Britain and the U.S.
consider the alternatives to war.
Because there is only one month’s supply of
food in the country and the overwhelming majority
depends on rations distributed by the Baghdad
regime, the chaos of war could tip a population of
malnourished children into starvation. And once
American and British bombs start falling on President
Saddam’s power stations, the country’s main water
treatment plants will fail causing the rivers to become
contaminated with sewage.
Millions of Iraqis rely on river water to irrigate
crops and prepare food. Drinking or even washing
dishes in such contaminated water will make an
already vulnerable population liable to deadly
diseases ranging from E-coli to typhoid.
Before 1990, Iraq’s health care system was the pride of
the Middle East and was described by the World Health
Organisation as “first class”. The ensuing Gulf War and
sanctions have crippled the healthcare system causing
death rates of children under five to double over the past
decade with 70 per cent of deaths caused by easily
avoidable bowel diseases and respiratory infections.
Despite grave concerns at the highest levels, UN
agencies are unable to prepare for an emergency that
has yet to happen without being accused of clearing
the way for war. The World Food Programme is
preparing to feed up to one million Iraqis for at least
three months, but once the shooting starts it will
have to pull out its expatriate staff.
Iraq’s civilian population of 22 million is particularly
vulnerable. Some 16 million—half of them children—are
totally dependent on monthly government-distributed
food rations. The last 12 years of sanctions and
corruption within the regime mean that few if any
families have stockpiles of food to get them through
a war of any length. The World Food Programme
supplies basic foodstuffs, but deliveries are left to the
Iraqi government and a bombing campaign that
destroys bridges over the Euphrates and Tigris rivers
will stop distribution in its tracks.
The report of the international study team,
published by the charity Warchild, warns that there
will be a “humanitarian disaster” if war breaks out.
Children, already weakened and vulnerable because of
sanctions are “at grave risk of starvation, disease,
death and psychological trauma”.
The experts expect casualties among children to be in
the thousands, probably in the tens of thousands,
“and possibly in the hundreds of thousands”.
The team concludes a new war would be
“catastrophic” for Iraq’s children.
[JR: Our war with Iraq will further traumatize Iraqi
children and will add to the despair of those who survive but
will have lost everything. Their lives will be changed, their
country will be drastically changed and they will likely
face a future without their families and loved ones. The
U.S. will probably send in experts to “counsel” and train
Iraqis to accept the concepts and attitudes of their
conquerors and that what we did was necessary to free them
from Sadam. The U.S. war stance is a statement to the
world that serving its own interests is more important than
maintaining world peace and that the deaths of untold
Iraqis and their children is worth sacrificing them. That
sort of logic is twisted and is definitely EVIL-minded!]
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U.S. SEEKING ASSURANCES FROM IRANIANS ON IRAQ

FIVE MORE SUICIDE ATTEMPTS AT GUANTANAMO

By Peter Slevin, Washington Post, 02/09/03

By Pauline Jelinek, Guardian—UK, 02/07/03

WASHINGTON—Bush administration officials held a rare
private meeting with Iranian envoys in Europe last month to
seek a promise of humanitarian help and an assurance that
Tehran would not interfere in military operations if the
United States strikes Iraq, U.S. officials said Friday.
U.S. diplomats also asked Iran to join search-and-rescue
missions for downed U.S. air crews, officials reported.
They further requested that Tehran deny haven to fleeing
Iraqis who might try to cross into Iran and regroup
against a U.S.-supported government in Baghdad.
A senior administration official said the White House
hopes the Iranians “will stay out of the way” if U.S.-led
forces topple Iraqi President Saddam Hussein in favor of a
pro-Western government. U.S. and UN officials report that
signals from Tehran have been encouraging, although the
Iranian government opposes military action.
The overture to Iran, a member of what President Bush called
an “axis of evil”, demonstrates the extent of the administration’s
efforts to line up support in the Persian Gulf for an increasingly
likely war against Iraq. Bush has condemned the politics of the
Tehran government but is seeking its cooperation as agreements
with Iraqi neighbors Turkey and Jordan fall into place.
In London last week, Iranian Foreign Minister Kamal
Kharrazi said a war would have repercussions in Iran.
But he said Iran is prepared to settle Iraqi refugees
temporarily along its border. During the U.S.-led
campaign in Afghanistan on Iran’s northern border, Iran
offered to conduct search-and-rescue missions.
“Iran is basically against war and is not going to
support either side,” Kharrazi said.
…Analysts believe Iran has an abiding interest in the
outcome of conflict in Iraq. Tehran has long supported
Muslim Shiite exiles from Iraq who intend to seek power if
Hussein falls. Analysts predict that Iran will not take an active
role during any armed conflict but will seek influence later in
heavily Shiite southern Iraq and the central government. As
a U.S. official put it, “They don’t want to be shut out.”
In another development, the Bush administration
has begun notifying U.S.-based humanitarian
organizations that they will be issued licenses
permitting them to work in Iran and northern Iraq.
U.S. relations with Iran, troubled since the Iranian
revolution nearly 25 years ago, took a still more difficult turn
when Bush grouped Iran with Iraq and North Korea as an
“axis of evil” in January 2001. Later last year, Bush was
sharply critical of Iran’s conservative leadership and
supportive of pro-democracy demonstrators.
In last month’s State of the Union address, Bush said the
Iranian government “represses its people, pursues weapons
of mass destruction and supports terror.” Yet U.S. officials
concluded that Iran should not be ignored in preparations for
a potential conflict along its 906-mile border with Iraq.
[JR: The U.S. is the epitome of hypocrisy! We have had
no normal relations with Iran so why hold talks with
Iranian officials when there are still unresolved issues
between us? The talks were not as “encouraging” as
those unnamed senior officials would have us believe. This
was made evident in Bush’s State of the Union address
when he accused Iran of being a repressive regime who is
attempting to acquire WMD and who supports terrorists.
This article is a patchwork and tends to be confusing and
contradictory and somehow the facts get a bit skewered. The
hawks in D.C. are very dangerous when challenged. They
will not hesitate to use extreme measures to insure their
success. Our foreign policy is so twisted and has so many
turns we have to try to keep from getting too dizzy and
confused from all the spin coming from the media. The one
major obstacle for us is that no one trusts or believes this
government and neither do a growing number of Americans.]

WASHINGTON (AP)—There have been five suicide
attempts in the past three weeks by prisoners at the U.S.
naval base in Cuba’s Guantanamo Bay, prompting Amnesty
International to call for an investigation into conditions at
the camp where al-Qaida suspects are held.
A Pentagon spokeswoman, Barbara Burfeind, said:
“Medical and psychiatric teams are working to try to
prevent further injury or attempts.”
Officials have declined to say whether it was five
separate inmates or cases of multiple attempts by one
person. Including the 10 attempts in 2002, the new cases
bring the total to 15 since the prison was built a year ago
to detain men captured in the fight against terrorism.
Amnesty had protested after the earlier suicide
attempts, claiming that the prolonged detention and
uncertainty the prisoners faced put them at risk of
physical and psychological harm.
“Clearly, five suicide attempts in a few weeks
ought to give grave cause for alarm,” an Amnesty
spokesman, Alistair Hodgett, said yesterday.
“I think it’s incumbent on the department of
defence to investigate whether conditions of
detention are contributing to these attempts—and
make the contents of that investigation public.”
Some of the men have been held for more than a
year under interrogation by the military, without
charge, trial or access to lawyers or their families.
The Bush administration has designated them
“unlawful combatants”, saying they are not entitled
to the same rights as prisoners of war, but that they
are being treated humanely.
Officials decline to say exactly how many are held and
what their nationalities are, though the roughly 625 men are
believed to come from more than 40 countries.
The facility has altered its treatment of prisoners in
recent months after a new commander took control. Major
General Geoffrey Miller, who took over in November, said
in a recent interview that he would offer more rewards for
cooperative behaviour, such as chances to pray together
rather than being held in high-security isolation cells.
The U.S. defence secretary, Donald Rumsfeld, has said
that those prisoners who were not a threat, not candidates
for trial and of no further intelligence value would be
transferred. Five prisoners have gone so far.
[JR: When the U.S. accuses countries like Iraq, Cuba,
China and North Korea of human-rights abuses they
should look at what is going on at our U.S. Camp X-Ray
in Cuba. There are 26 Afghan farmers in this camp who
were caught during one of our raids for terrorists, but
were sent to Cuba anyway. Why haven’t they been released
and sent home? There is mind-control programming
going on at Guantanamo as well as ceaseless monitoring.
Detailed reports are kept daily on every prisoner’s move
even to the reporting of a simple act like the swatting
of a fly. The guards at this camp are specially trained
jailers who are skilled at breaking down a man
physically, mentally and more importantly spiritually.
The 15 attempts at suicide are proof of this.]
EXPERTS: IN MAKING CASE, U.S. ‘BURNED’ SOURCES
By Douglas Holt, Tribune, 02/06/03
WASHINGTON—Among those closely listening to
Secretary of State Colin Powell’s case against Iraq was an
unintended but unavoidable audience: Iraq itself.
Because of Powell’s presentation, Iraqi leaders
from Saddam Hussein on down now know more about
U.S. spying capabilities, and some previous sources
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of information are likely to evaporate, intelligence
analysts and officials said Wednesday.
The speech may even be a death sentence for those
officers unlucky enough to have been heard by the world
chatting on the telephone about “forbidden ammo”, hidden
weapons and nerve agents, analysts said.
“I have great certainty that those guys are either
dead or not in their former jobs,” said Daniel Goure,
a former Pentagon official now at the Lexington
Institute, a Washington think tank whose specialties
include national security.
Any reprisals would have one goal: To get Iraqi
officers to be far more careful. If successful, that could
mean less intelligence in the future from electronic chatter.
Iraqis also learned from U.S. spy-satellite
photography used by Powell that certain guards,
equipment and decontamination vehicles are
considered “signature items” pointing to bunkers
containing chemical weapons.
Hussein now can try to change the look of the
vehicles, or to place hundreds of decoys next to
bogus chemical bunkers, analysts said.
“We burned some very good sources here,”
former CIA and National Security Administration
official Kenneth Pollack said on CNN.
U.S. officials had said for months that the risk of
revealing intelligence “sources and methods” had made
them reluctant to present the kind of public case
against Hussein that Powell outlined Wednesday.
Ultimately, the Bush administration decided that the
need to make the case outweighed the risk.
At the same time, the Washington Post reported, 10
foreign intelligence services, both European and Middle
Eastern, agreed to allow the United States to disclose
classified information they had collected on Iraq.
Before Wednesday’s speech, officials said, the release
of every piece of raw American data was approved by CIA
Director George Tenet, who by law is charged with
protecting the nation’s intelligence resources.
“Certainly enormous care goes into making decisions to
use this material in a public forum,” said a U.S. official
familiar with the process. “On the one hand you need to
protect sources and methods. But on the other hand, if
information is not used, it’s useless.”
In the end, the official said, case-by-case
judgments had to be made based on “what can be
disclosed without jeopardizing lives or collection
systems you may need in the future.”
Classified intelligence has a long history of being
released when doing so serves a national or political purpose.
“We thought it was important to share with the world
what it is we know about Iraq,” National Security Council
spokesman Sean McCormack said. “Very clearly, this is a
well-organized, massive effort to deceive the world.”
Analysts said Powell walked a careful line to
make his case while minimizing exposure of critical
sources of information.
Powell spoke in vague terms when discussing
sensitive, top-level Iraqi intelligence. Based on what
he only described as “sources”, for example, he said
the U.S. knows that an Iraqi missile brigade dispersed
biological warfare material to various locations in
western Iraq, and that launchers and warheads had
been hidden in palm groves.
“If I was Saddam I would be worried—how the
hell does he know that?” Goure said.
Goure also noted that none of the telephone
conversations appeared to have come from high-level,
secure command lines—which could mean either the
U.S. has no access to such lines or that it does not
want to divulge that capability.
Judith Yaphe, a former CIA analyst, said Powell’s
revelations stopped well short of identifying

information that could lead to individuals still in Iraq
under Hussein’s control. Even defectors and
detainees were not specified by name.
“My guess is this was done in the most sanitized
way possible,” she said. Powell, she said, “didn’t
reveal anything that to my mind was identifiable back
to sources that would be harmed.”
She said the need for public and international
support trumped the need for secrecy. “The risk in this
case was overtaken by the seriousness of what we’re
doing,” she said. “You can’t just do a wink-wink,
nudge-nudge, ‘I can’t tell you or I’ll have to kill you.’’’
[JR: Much of what Powell said has either been debunked
or the sources were so vague as to be questionable.
Washington is clearly using their “well-organized, massive
efforts to deceive the world” as well. This is all well and
good for those sheeples who still believe the information
that comes out of Washington is supposed to be truth. The
problem is that these sheeples either have extremely short
memories, Alzheimer’s, so dumbed down that they believe
whatever officials say or they are just too afraid to
challenge the lies. Remember, Bush said you are either
with him or you are the enemy. Through the “Freedom of
Information Act”, it has been proven that a great deal of
what our government officials or the military told us in the
past was NOT the truth. Why should they change now?
Remember when we thought our leaders all wore
“white hats”? Now they all seem to wear yarmulkes.]
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but when he was asked about the issue in Rome last week,
Mr. Rumsfeld said: “We are reviewing our bases… the
centre of gravity is shifting in the alliance. The interest and
the enthusiasm that the countries that had lived under
repressive regimes previously is a good thing for NATO.”
The new commander of NATO forces in Europe, U.S.
Marines General James Jones, told senior U.S. congressmen
and senators in Brussels last Friday that the large U.S.
garrisons in Germany could be radically transformed by
the need for more flexible and mobile rapid response
structures that may halve the number of U.S. troops in
Germany and see new bases opened from Poland to
Romania, according to U.S. press reports yesterday.
The U.S. bases in Germany are under German military
and police guard because of their vulnerability to terrorist
attacks. They are also becoming targets for the protests
and demonstrations of the German anti-war movement.
In contrast to Western Europe, the governments
of Eastern Europe are queueing up to offer military
assets, resources, and staff for the U.S. war effort
against Iraq. Romania and Bulgaria are the latest to
make bases available to the U.S. air force. The first
U.S. aircraft are expected in Bulgaria today.
[JR: The shift of U.S. bases out of Germany to the
friendlier confines of Eastern Europe is a diplomatic game
of tit-for-tat. Rumsfeld wants to make a stinging point to
our questioning allies that you go along with us in our
protracted wars or you lose U.S. bases and dollars.
Poland may need our money more than she needs NATO
but at what cost to her autonomy? With U.S. presence in
WASHINGTON TO CUT BASES IN GERMANY
Poland it may fit into our expansionist plans to establish
AS ITS FORCES HEAD EAST
another strategic position closer to Russia’s borders.
If we want to bait Germany and Russia with such moves
By Ian Traynor In Zagreb, Guardian—UK, 02/11/03
they could regard this as hostile and challenge us.
ZAGREB—Washington is planning to cut and Money may speak but is everyone really listening,
downgrade its network of military bases in Germany and to especially in today’s tension-charged world?]
transfer some of its European military assets to the new
pro-American NATO allies of Eastern Europe, according to BRUSSELS ELITE ACCUSED OVER “FEDERALIST COUP”
diplomats and officials on both sides of the Atlantic.
Although no final decision has been taken, the plan to By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, Telegraph—UK, 02/07/03
scale down the military presence in Germany, the mainstay
of U.S. forces in Europe since the Second World War, marks
BRUSSELS—Britain will lose control of foreign policy
a major strategic shift which is being welcomed by the and defence and will be stripped of its sovereign power to
insecure post-communist countries of central Europe.
legislate in almost all areas of national life, under the draft
While such a decision is seen as too important to text of the European constitution released yesterday.
have been provoked by the worsening dispute
Sweeping aside British objections, the document
b e t w e e n W a s h i n g t o n a n d B e r l i n o v e r I r a q , t h e establishes the European Union on a “federal basis”,
momentum for moving out of Germany is also being enjoying “primacy over the law of the member states”.
increased by the U.S.-German estrangement.
[JR: Sound familiar?]
A senior Czech official, who attended the weekend
The 16 articles unveiled at the European Parliament
security conference in Munich at which the Americans and are the first piece of a constitutional text being drawn up
the Germans engaged in an unprecedented public slanging for the Convention on the Future of Europe.
match, said that senior U.S. officials were talking about the
Article 3 gives the EU powers to “co-ordinate the
bases in Germany “right into the middle of the night”.
economic policies of the member states”, which
“It’s a very difficult situation,” he added. “But if it covers fiscal policy.
leads to the Americans withdrawing from Germany, we and
Article 4 says “the Union shall have competence
the Poles will welcome them. We need NATO.”
to define and implement a common foreign and
T h e P e n t a g o n o r d e r e d a l l n o n - e s s e n t i a l security policy, including the progressive framing of
investment in the sprawling U.S. bases in Germany a common defence policy”.
frozen last month, funds amounting to tens of millions
Virtually all the current activities of the British
of pounds, according to a German MP who said he Government will fall under the “exclusive” or “shared
saw the secret instructions from Washington to U.S. competence” of the EU, meaning that Westminster
military commanders in Germany. …
will be prohibited from legislating unless Brussels
Mr. Billen said that U.S. officials had told him chooses to waive its primacy.
that the U.S. defence secretary, Donald Rumsfeld,
The areas cover public health, social policy,
wanted the spending frozen since it was not clear transport, justice, agriculture, fisheries, energy,
whether the U.S. forces’ strength of around 100,000 economic and social cohesion, the environment,
would remain on that scale.
internal and external trade, and consumer protection.
Polish newspapers reported recently from Washington
The Government reacted with horror to the text
that the U.S. was to shift bases from Germany to Poland, the yesterday, accusing an elite group of insiders on the
biggest, most important and most pro-American of the new convention’s 13-member praesidium of carrying out a
NATO members, and a key country in Mr. Rumsfeld’s “new “federalist” coup.
Europe”. The Polish reports were denied in Washington,
Downing Street’s envoy to the convention, Peter Hain,
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the Welsh Secretary, said the authors had disregarded the
collective will of the 105 members of the body, which
is drawn from MEPs, MPs, and governments of the
EU’s 28 current and future states. …
He said a large group of countries, including France,
Spain, Holland and Romania was “very unhappy” about
the document, pointing to a future blocking alliance that
would force the praesidium to retreat.
“The member states are the key building blocks of the
European Union. There is no question at all of a federal
superstate being erected here in Brussels,” he said. …
The text of the constitution is being released in chunks,
culminating in a final version by early summer. The
convention delegates can suggest changes, but they do not
have voting power to impose their views.
EU diplomats said the praesidium had been hijacked by
a group of EU insiders. The two European commissioners
on the body, France’s Michel Barnier and Portugal’s
Antonio Vitorino, have taken charge, bringing in
commission lawyers to draft the language.
There was speculation last night that the term
“federal basis” would be removed from the final text
as a sop to Britain, although this would not in any
way lessen the transfer of power to Brussels.
In theory, any state can veto the document at the end
of an “inter-governmental” veto process this autumn, giving
Britain a second chance to slow the juggernaut.
But the convention’s president, Valery Giscard
d’Estaing, says that no one state should be allowed
to block the majority, saying that naysayers will have
to leave the EU altogether.
[JR: The EU is giving our mother country Britain the same
rights she gave Ireland and Scotland when she “allowed
them their own parliaments while still retaining her
control over crucial matters such as defense, foreign
affairs, welfare, industry, taxing and spending. They
basically have not been released from their serfdom.
America gained her independence from England once she
declared it but we now have our own royalty ruling here in
the U.S. The Queen awarded knighthood to her loyal
servants like Sir Colin Powell, Sir George Bush Sr., Sir
Heinrich Kissinger and Sir Alan Greenspan. You can
safely bet that those insiders at the EU in Brussels have
very close ties to the Zionists in Babble-on D.C.? That
being the case, why is England fighting so hard to be
assimilated into their European Superstate when she
totally supports the U.S. and Israel in all their globalist
endeavors? Is the real disagreement about which country
will be the true power in the one-world government? Time
will tell if this is really about the clash of the Titans.]
PLAGIARISM ALLEGATIONS
EMBARRASS BLAIR ADMINISTRATION
By Mike Wendling, CNSNews.com, 02/07/03
LONDON—The British government defended a key
report on Iraqi deception on Friday amid allegations
that large parts of the document were copied from
several publicly available articles, including one
written by an American graduate student.
The 19-page document, released earlier this week
by the Prime Minister’s office, outlined Iraq’s
attempts to hide weapons of mass destruction.
It was praised by U.S. Secretary of State Colin
Powell during his presentation Wednesday to the UN
Security Council.
“I would call my colleagues’ attention to the fine paper
that United Kingdom distributed yesterday, which describes
in exquisite detail Iraqi deception activities,” Powell said.
But an analysis by journalists working for Britain’s
Channel 4 television found that large parts of the paper
were copied from articles available on the Internet.

Key sections in the middle of the document
appear to be copied from an article published last
September in a small academic journal, The Middle
East Review of International Affairs.
That article was written by Ibrahim al-Marashi, a
research associate at the Center for Non-Proliferation
Studies in Monterey, Calif.
A comparison by CNSNews.com of the British
government document and al-Marashi’s article, titled
“Iraq’s Security and Intelligence Network: a Guide
and Analysis,” revealed similarities in both reports
and even exactly matching phrases, although the
academic article was much more detailed.
Channel 4 also reported that parts of the dossier
came from articles that first appeared in the journal
Jane’s Intelligence Review.
In an interview with BBC television, al-Marashi
said parts of his article were based on documents left
by Iraqi security services in Kuwait 12 years ago. He
said the U.K. government report was largely accurate
but “they maybe inflated some of the numbers of
(staff in) these intelligence agencies”.
Downing Street stood by the document and denied
allegations of plagiarism, saying that no government official
had claimed exclusive authorship of the dossier.
“As the report itself makes clear, it was drawn
from a number of sources, including intelligence
material,” a spokesman said. “It does not identify or
credit any sources, but nor does it claim any
exclusivity of authorship.”
“We consider the text as published to be
accurate,” he said.
British opposition parties, while not disputing the
accuracy of the report, called the government’s wider
credibility into question Friday.
“The government’s reaction to the Channel 4 report
utterly fails to explain, deny or excuse the allegations made
in it,” said Conservative defense spokesman Bernard Jenkin.
“We need a clear assurance that the
government’s published information is based on the
best available sources,” he said.
“This document has been cited by the Prime
Minister and Colin Powell as the basis for a possible
war. Who is responsible for such an incredible
failure of judgment?” Jenkin asked.
Liberal Democrat foreign affairs spokesman
Menzies Campbell said: “The dossier may not amount
to much but this is a considerable embarrassment for
a government trying still to make a case for war.”
Later, the Prime Minister’s official spokesman
acknowledged that al-Marashi and other public
sources should have been credited.
“In retrospect, we should, to clear up any confusion,
have acknowledged which bits came from public sources
and which bits came from other sources,” he said.
GLENDA: DOWNING STREET LIED ON DOSSIER
CNSNews.com, 02/07/03
Former Labour minister Glenda Jackson today accused
the Government of lying to the public over its Iraq dossier.
Ms. Jackson said the file, which was supposed to
prove Saddam’s attempts to deceive the UN, is an example
of how Downing Street is trying to mislead Britons.
Last night it emerged this dossier was partly
based on 12-year-old information and included
chunks lifted from a thesis by a student in California.
Ms. Jackson told the BBC: “If that was presented to
Parliament and the country as being up-to-date intelligence,
albeit collected from a variety of sources but by British
intelligence agents, and in fact as we now know they simply
lifted it from a university thesis, it is another example of
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how the Government is attempting to mislead the country
and Parliament on the issue of a possible war with Iraq.
“And of course to mislead is a Parliamentary
euphemism for lying.”
The student who wrote the thesis, Ibrahim al-Marashi,
is furious the British Government used his work
without giving him credit for his efforts. …
Downing Street today admitted it was wrong to
produce the document without crediting Mr. al-Marashi.
But a spokesman for Tony Blair insisted the
document was accurate.
[JR: I guess the new way of acquiring “intelligence” is to
be stupid enough to plagiarize anything from the Internet
that might support their perception of Iraq, right or wrong.
A thesis written by a university student may be total
conjecture on the part of the author to augment his
suspicions or possibly enforce an agenda. This one
fit well into the intelligence circle’s scheme so
desperately trying to build a (less-than-credible) case
against Iraq to gain support from allies still
uncertain about the need to attack Iraq. And they
actually want us to believe this is “intelligence”?]
AIRPORTS’ SECURITY SPENDING ‘WASTEFUL’
By Thomas Frank, Newsday, 02/06/03
WASHINGTON—Federal
officials
are
investigating what they called “wasteful” and
“excessive” spending that has helped inflate the cost
of the government’s takeover of airport security to
well beyond what was originally expected.
Officials also are facing an anticipated $3 billion
funding gap to move new luggage-scanning machines out
of airport lobbies into unobtrusive spots.
The government already is spending roughly $5 billion
a year to screen passengers and check luggage at airports.
That figure is “much greater than anticipated” when
lawmakers, shortly after Sept. 11, shifted airport security to
the government from widely criticized private companies, a
federal investigator said Wednesday.
Kenneth Mead, the Transportation Department’s
inspector general, told the Senate Commerce Committee’s
aviation panel that a “large infusion of cash” is needed
to make up for the extra costs. Taxpayers are “the most
likely option” to provide the needed money, Mead said,
shunning increased airline-ticket fees.
Mead criticized the Transportation Security
Administration, which runs airport security, for a
“lack of management oversight” that contributed to
contracts running well over budget.
NCS Pearson, a government contractor hired to recruit
60,000 security screeners for $104 million, ended up sending
a bill for $700 million. One of its subcontractors, which
government officials did not name, billed for $18 million, but
$6 million to $9 million of that apparently resulted from
“wasteful and abusive spending practices,” Mead said.
The TSA discovered the situation last fall and is
continuing to examine both contracts, officials said.
TSA spokesman Robert Johnson also said Pearson
“achieved a seemingly impossible task”, reviewing
1.6 million applicants over nine months and placing
screeners at the nation’s 429 commercial airports.
As for the subcontractor, “it could end up in court,”
Johnson said. “It has the potential for that.”
Mead also said the private screening businesses that
remained at airports last year inflated their costs when they
began contracting with the TSA instead of the airlines,
which had traditionally paid for airport security.
“Many costs appeared excessive,” Mead said.
When the security companies started working for
the TSA, they increased employee wages and other
costs by about $305 million. …
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Lawmakers were hoping to recoup most security
costs from a new $2.50-per-flight passenger fee and
a lump payment from airlines equal to what they had
paid for security. Both those two sources amount to
just $2 billion a year, leaving a shortfall of nearly $3
billion “at a time when the general fund is already
strained to pay for vastly increased fiscal needs
throughout the federal government,” Mead said.
[JR: Anytime the government takes control of a project
there are huge foul-ups with major cost overruns so that
we the sheeples are going to be paying dearly for these socalled protections. Washington’s ploy is always to deceive
us into believing they are our protectors so that we don’t
object to their setting up these surveillance systems to spy
on us. It would be far more reasonable for the government
to impose a temporary tax on the flying public to pay for
increased airport security but the excuse (lie) is that the
airlines are in a survival mode so we taxpayers have to
provide for their welfare as well. The companies selling
these security systems to the government are the real
winners because they can expect to enjoy sustained profits
for many years to come. After all there is a whole world
out there ready to be plugged into Big Brother’s network.]
SOFT DRINKS CARRYING HARD MESSAGES
ANTI-AMERICAN TASTE OF MECCA
GOES DOWN EASILY IN SOME PLACES
By Tom Hundley, Tribune, 02/05/03
LONDON—Think of the cola wars and you think
of Coke and Pepsi slugging it out for domination of
the global soft drink market.
Think again. A new wave of entrepreneurs is taking
advantage of the anti-American climate in Europe and the
Middle East to market products that taste like the real thing,
but with a decidedly anti-American political flavor.
These days it’s Mecca Cola versus Qibla Cola in the
battle for the hearts and minds of the post-Pepsi generation.
Mecca Cola, the brainchild of French-Tunisian
businessman Tawfiq Mathlouthi, appeared on grocery store
shelves across France late last year. Originally targeted at
French Muslims who wanted to boycott American products
and protest U.S. policies in the Middle East, the new cola
quickly caught on with a much broader market. …
According to a company spokesman, sales are
brisk, and orders for Mecca Cola have been received
from distributors in Britain, Belgium, Germany,
Australia and Canada.
So Tuesday’s launch of Qibla Cola throughout Britain’s
largest cities comes as no great surprise. Qibla refers to the
direction of Mecca, which Muslims face when they pray. …
“The Qibla brand offers a real alternative for people
concerned by the practices of some major Western
multinationals who support causes that oppress Muslims,”
said company founder Zahida Parveen, a businesswoman
from the English city of Derby.
“By choosing to boycott major brands,
consumers are sending a powerful signal that the
exploitation of Muslims cannot continue unchecked,”
said Parveen, who pledged that she, too, would
donate 10 percent of the profits to an Islamic charity.
Qibla has started with an initial production run of
250,000 bottles and hopes to increase to a million bottles
by next month. There also are plans to introduce a
lemon-flavored soft drink called Qibla Seven and an
orange-flavored drink called Qibla Fantasy. …
Kelly Brooks, a spokesman for Coca-Cola Co., said the
company was aware of Mecca and Qibla Colas, but had no
comment on possible trademark infringement issues.
“As a matter of policy, the Coca-Cola Co. does
not comment on the competitive products and affairs
of other companies,” he said. …

Although Qibla Cola’s initial target market is the
2.5 million-strong Muslim community in Britain,
Abdul Hamid Ebrahim, a spokesman for the company,
said the real prize would be places such as Indonesia,
which has 200 million Muslims. Pakistan, with more
than 140 million Muslims, and Bangladesh, with more
than 126 million, also are desirable markets.
“The market is massive,” he said. “There are 1.5 billion
Muslims in the world and many other people of conscience
who understand how some American companies oppress
the Third World, especially the Muslim world.”
Ebrahim acknowledged that the early success of
Mecca Cola in France was “in our thought process”
but said the company’s real model was Zam Zam
Cola, an Iranian company that saw sales blossom a
few years ago after a prominent cleric ruled that Coke
and Pepsi were “un-Islamic.”
Since the start of the latest Palestinian intifada
two years ago, calls to boycott some of the products
most closely associated with America—Coke,
McDonald’s, KFC—have been increasing, and several
companies are starting to feel the pinch.
Coca-Cola executives recently acknowledged that
the boycott had hurt sales in North Africa, especially
in Egypt and Morocco.
[JR: One sure way to get your adversaries’ attention is to
create competition in the world marketplace. With the
success of the new soft drinks, Muslim businessmen now
plan to push further into the Muslim markets by opening
their own fried chicken places. This will ante up the
stakes and create stiffer competition for the Muslim dinars
and dollars. Appealing to the Elite for fairness and equity
hasn’t gotten their attention so maybe a competitive war in
the world markets will. There just might be an Ali Baba
fried chicken store serving Mecca cola near a Mobil or BP
gas station near you in the very near future. Look at your
neighborhoods and schools now… they are global!]
EX-CYBERSECURITY CHIEF RAISES ALARMS
AS HE RESIGNS;
VETERAN WARNS U.S. VULNERABLE
By Judith Miller, New York Times, 02/02/03
Richard Clarke, the blunt and sometimes abrasive White
House adviser who raised the alarm about unconventional
national security threats from failed states to biological and
computer terrorism for more than a decade, quietly resigned
as President Bush’s cybersecurity czar on Friday.
In an interview after his last day in office, Clarke warned
that although the government had made considerable
progress in defending its electronic infrastructure from
computer attacks, the United States faced ever greater peril,
given its increasing dependence on the Internet.
“A sophisticated cyberattack may not result in massive
deaths,” he said. “But it could really hurt our economy and
diminish our ability to respond to a crisis, especially if it is
combined with a war or a terrorist attack.”
Clarke said the attack last weekend by a computer bug
known as the sapphire worm showed the vulnerability of
America’s increasingly Internet-based economy. Though it
was a relatively simple bug, he said, sapphire worm, which
also has been called slammer, ravaged systems throughout
the United States and overseas in just a few hours.
The bug shut down some of the Bank of America’s
automated teller machines and Continental Airlines’
online ticketing system, and denied access to the
Internet to millions of personal computer owners.
“Don’t assume that the damage done by hackers
in the past is predictive of the future,” Clarke said.
“As Sept. 11 showed, as long as our vulnerabilities
are large, some enemy will exploit them in a new and
hugely damaging way.”
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Before tackling the country’s computer
vulnerabilities, Clarke was in charge of the White
House’s counterterrorism office for Bush and President
Bill Clinton. He sometimes antagonizes officials in
federal agencies and even some White House colleagues
by demanding more aggressive action against Islamic
extremists such as Osama bin Laden. …
After the Sept. 11 attacks, colleagues said, he
played a critical role in the White House situation
room, helping ground the nation’s airliners and
boosting security at other vulnerable targets.
Clarke said the nation was safer today than before
Sept. 11 because al-Qaida’s sanctuary in Afghanistan
was gone and because Americans had rounded up
hundreds of al-Qaida operatives abroad and tightened
aviation security overseas and domestically.
“But we still don’t have control of our borders or
sufficient control of terrorist money transfers,” he
said. “And we still don’t know where all the
potential sleeper cells are in the U.S.”
At the same time, he said, he feared that civil rights
might be eroding in the struggle against terrorism.
“When we sacrifice our civil liberties and privacy
rights, the terrorists win because they have gotten us
to change the nature of our country,” he said.
Despite having fought terrorism for more than 11
years, he said, “I have never seen one reason to
infringe on privacy or civil liberties.”
Clarke said he was leaving his post now because
“11 years in the White House and a total of 30 in
government is more than enough,” and because Bush
would soon unveil a new national strategy to protect
the nation’s information infrastructure, which Clarke
and his team had drafted.
Associates said Clarke was becoming increasingly
weary of battling a federal bureaucracy that was resistant
to considering new issues like cyberterrorism as real threats.
Clarke dismissed reports that his bureaucratic
opponents had blocked him from being offered a senior
post in the new Homeland Security Department. …
Clarke said, “This was not a popularity contest. When
you are working on life-and-death issues, you sometimes
have to bring out the bulldozer.”
[JR: We can only imagine what this “new national
strategy to protect the nation’s information
infrastructure” will be, soon to be unveiled by Bush.
Clark may not have wanted to infringe on privacy or
civil liberties of Americans, which may have made
him decide that enough is enough, but I would doubt
if others in this administration would think twice
before doing it. Dubya demands full control and his
actions never questioned, so where does that leave us
peons out in the trenches, except to be buried by the
bulldozers before having any chance of climbing out,
as those in Gulf War I. We are in a runaway war
train with irrational lunatics at the throttle.]
U.S. DRAFTING ATTACK RULES FOR CYBER-WAR
By Bradley Graham, Washington Post, 02/07/03
WASHINGTON—President Bush has signed a
secret directive ordering the government to develop,
for the first time, guidelines for determining when and
how the United States would launch cyber-attacks
against enemy computer networks, according to
administration officials.
Similar to the strategic doctrine on the use of nuclear
weapons since World War II, the cyber-warfare effort would
establish the rules under which the U.S. would penetrate
and disrupt foreign computer systems.
The United States has never conducted a large-scale,
strategic cyber-attack, several senior officials said.
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But the Pentagon has stepped up development of
cyber-weapons, envisioning a day when electrons might
substitute for bombs and allow for more rapid and less
bloody attacks on enemy targets. Military planners
imagine soldiers at computer terminals silently invading
foreign networks to shut down radars, disable electrical
facilities and disrupt telephone services.
Many specialists say this new form of weaponry
has great potential, but until now it has lacked
presidential rules for deciding when to launch such
attacks, who would authorize and conduct them, and
what targets would be considered legitimate.
“We have capabilities, we have organizations, we
do not yet have an elaborated strategy, doctrine,
procedures,” said Richard Clarke, who last week quit
as Bush’s top cyber-security adviser.
Bush signed the order, known as National Security
Presidential Directive 16, in July. The rules are being
prepared amid speculation that the Pentagon is considering
offensive computer operations against Iraq if war breaks
out over Baghdad’s chemical, biological and nuclear
weapons development programs.
“Whatever might happen in Iraq, you can be assured
that all the appropriate approval mechanisms for cyberoperations would be followed,” said an administration
official who declined elaboration on the plans.
The current state of planning for cyber-warfare
has frequently been likened to the early years
following the invention of the atomic bomb more than
50 years ago, when thinking about how to wage
nuclear war trailed the ability to launch one.
In a first move last month to consult with experts
from outside government, White House officials
helped arrange a meeting at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology that attracted about 50
participants from academia, industry as well as
government. The purpose was to consider formation
of a cyber-warfare studies association that could help
develop a theoretical framework.
But a number of participants expressed
reservations about the United States engaging in
cyber-attacks, arguing that the nation’s enormous
dependence on computer networks makes it highly
vulnerable to counterattack.
“There’s a lot of inhibition over doing it,” said
Harvey Sapolsky, an MIT professor who was host at
the Jan. 22 session. “A lot of institutions and people
are worried about becoming subject to the same kinds
of attack in reverse.”
[JR: It is very easy to say we “can be assured that all
the appropriate approval mechanisms for cyberoperations would be followed” when all those
“mechanisms” are of course Top Secret. If no one
knows what the rules are, how is anyone to know if they
have been violated? The U.S. could be much more
vulnerable than any Third World country to a cyber-war
since the greater part of our infrastructure
(communications, utilities, transportation, commerce,
finance, et al.) are totally dependent on cyber-operated
computer systems. Not only could a well targeted
“virus” penetration into our systems affect our style of
living, but it could be the equivalent to an atmospheric
detonated nuclear bomb that would produce an
“electromagnetic pulse” (EMP) and knock out all
electrical grids in any given area. It’s one thing for a
Third World country to possess a nuclear weapon but
a cyber-war fought, even by an individual, could prove be
just as devastating to our way of life and yet more
humane than THE bomb. The U.S. may be the
SUPERPOWER in armaments but in a cyber-war both
sides are equally vulnerable to attack, and the
devastation would be greater to the one most dependent
on computers. I wonder who that would be?]

SOUTH AFRICA HEEDS CALLS
FOR FREE ANTI-AIDS DRUGS
By Liz McGregor in Cape Town, The Observer—UK, 02/02/03
CAPE TOWN, SA—In a dramatic turnaround, the
South African government is to announce next month
a programme that will eventually provide anti-Aids
drugs free to all those who need them.
South Africa’s Finance Minister, Trevor Manuel, is
expected to make the commitment in his budget speech.
It will give, on average, an extra eight years of life to the
country’s five million people living with Aids and HIV—
the highest infection rate in the world.
At first, the anti-retroviral drugs will be given in pilot
schemes to new mothers. These will be expanded over the
next few years and the government is still considering how
they will be financed and the drugs distributed.
This is the culmination of a long, bitter war in which
much of civil society, including activists, unions and
churches, was pitted against the government. Although
President Thabo Mbeki, who infamously declared that
HIV does not cause Aids, has withdrawn from the
debate, Health Minister Manto Tshabalala-Msimang
dismayed doctors last month by inviting a notorious
Aids dissident, Dr. Roberto Giraldo, to a governmentsponsored meeting where he reiterated his view that HIV
is not infectious and is not spread through sex.
The health department tried to block a $70 million grant
from the Global Aids Fund to the rebel province KwaZulu
Natal, on the grounds that the correct administrative
procedures had not been followed.
Now the government has given the grant the goahead on condition that the programme does not
begin until March, ensuring the government’s
announcement of its own initiative is not upstaged.
The other powerful interest group to take a
hammering in the Aids war is the pharmaceutical
industry. Its attempt to take the government to court
to protect its patents—and prices—ended in
capitulation, in the face of worldwide revulsion.
British-American giant GlaxoSmithKline has given
a licence to a KwaZulu drugs manufacturer, Aspen,
to make Combivir, the pill that combines AZT and
3TC, two-thirds of the most common anti-Aids
regimen. Stephen Saad, head of Aspen, is waiting
for the Medical Control Council’s approval before he
can release the boxes piling up in his warehouse.
What GlaxoSmithKline calls its “preferential pricing at
cost price” for state and non-governmental organisations
will cost £33 per person per month. Saad will sell it for £19
per person for month—but he is restricted to supplying the
NGO/state sector. Aids and HIV are primarily the affliction
of the poor, so by far the largest market will be the state.
In KwaZulu, Dr. Patrick McNeil, of the Port
Shepstone hospital, said the health system was
overwhelmed by the epidemic: “Every second patient
has HIV. Some days you walk through the wards
and all you see is telltale gaunt faces.”
Patients are resented by staff, he said, because “they
have constant diarrhoea, they won’t eat, they have sores
and hate being moved. We can only make them
comfortable and give them analgesics for the pain.”
McNeil is sceptical about success for a universal
anti-retroviral drugs campaign; once a patient starts on
a programme of anti-retrovirals, he or she has to take
them every day at the same time throughout life,
otherwise new, drug-resistant strains will emerge.
“If you stop taking anti-retroviral drugs, it’s only
weeks till resistance develops and then there is no
treatment,” he said.
The hospital’s paediatrician, Dr. Irina Andre, says
her dreams are haunted by dying babies. Some 100,000
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are born with HIV every year, many because their
mothers refuse to be tested for HIV while pregnant
because a positive diagnosis can lead to family rejection.
Seventy per cent die before the age of two.
“This means the mothers don’t get the nevirapine
which could have protected their babies,” she said. “They
come from families affected by malnutrition. If you feed
them properly, they can fight off the virus for longer.”
“The other 30 per cent are “slow progressors”. At
six or seven, they develop continuous diarrhoea and
their bodies begin to waste away. One child born with
HIV lived to 13, but he was adopted by a White family
who could give him good food,” said Andre.
And that is the other difficulty with anti-retroviral
drugs: They must be taken with food. …
[JR: It has taken several years for the South African
government to stop their haggling and admit that there is
an aids pandemic raging through the countries of
Southern Africa. The states’ recognition comes after
millions have died and millions more have become infected.
More will die but at least the greedy drug cartels have been
urged/forced to sell their drugs at lower costs so that those
infected will have a better quality of life in the remaining
years left to them. All this says so little or so much about
our lack of humanity and concern towards the problems of
poorer countries such as South Africa and Haiti.]
ENTIRELY NEW KIND
OF GENERATOR INVENTED
RENSE.COM, 1/26/03
TASHKENT, Uzbekistan (UPI)—An Uzbek inventor
said he has created a type of electrical generator that
does not rely on the principle of electromagnetic
induction—on which all existing generators are based.
The new generator employs a concept called
magnetic conductivity modulation and it has
potential applications in industry, communications,
households and even the military, explained Vladimir
Matveev, the inventor, a specialist in electronics.
Matveev said he is convinced he has created a
fundamentally different machine.
“All electrical machines I know are based on the
principle of interaction between the magnetic fluxes
(lines of force) of their rotor (rotating member) and
stator (portion that remains fixed),” he explained.
Such machines, Matveev said, are based on
electromagnetic induction, a property of energy discovered
by Michael Faraday, an English physicist and chemist,
in the 19th Century. The machines produce electrical
current either by moving a conductor across a
magnetic field or by regulating the flux of that field.
“My machine has a principal difference,” Matveev told
United Press International. “The magnetic field of its
stator does not interact with the magnetic field of the rotor
(because) its rotor is not a magnet—the rotor only changes
the magnetic resistance of the stator,” he said.
The stator in Matveev’s generator contains a magnetic
core with a permanent magnet and a detachable winding.
A rotor with changeable magnetic resistance is placed
at a cutoff point in the core’s magnetic field. It is
composed of alternating magnetic and air parts and
can operate in either linear or rotary form.
When the rotor is set in motion, its alternating
components pass through the magnetic core’s cutoff point.
When the magnetic part passes through the cutoff
point its magnetic resistance decreases. When the
air part passes through, its resistance increases.
This pulsing of resistance results in changing the
magnetic conductivity of the magnetic core, which in
turn produces an alternating electrical current in the
core’s winding. The frequency of the winding’s current
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can be controlled by regulating the rotor’s speed or by
changing certain qualities of its magnetic or air parts.
Also, the generator’s electrical output—its voltage—can
be controlled by changing the configuration of the
rotor’s components, Matveev explained.
Matveev said his generator is different from an
invention by Howard Johnson of the United States.
Johnson discovered how to build motors that can run
without input of electricity or any other kind of external
energy. He obtained a patent in 1973 for describing
electrical generation using only the energy contained
in the atoms of permanent magnets.
Matveev also said some Russian inventors have
experimented with a generator similar to his. Their generator
changes its magnetic conductivity by changing temperature.
However, the machine requires a lot of time to be
heated and cooled alternately and results in a current
frequency much lower than what generally is used in
industry. Moreover, the Russian generator requires
high steel density and greater mass.
Matveev’s machine generates electric energy of
industrial frequency. Furthermore, he said his machine is
simple, reliable and requires less steel and mass than
conventional generators. It also can be adapted to flows
of low speeds, such as weak water or wind streams.
Matveev tested the generator in his former household in
Kazakhstan before he patented it in Uzbekistan.
“I want to pass the invention on to all mankind,” he said.
Boris Abdurakhmanov, director of the Uzbek Koinot
(Cosmos) [!!!] design office and head of the laboratory of
semiconductors and photoelectricity of the Institute of
Electronics of the Uzbek Academy of Sciences, told UPI:
“Matveev has offered a fundamentally new approach to a
problem of the creation of electric power generators.”
IRAQ NETS HANDSOME PROFIT
BY DUMPING DOLLAR FOR EURO
By Faisal Islam, Economics Correspondent,
The Observer—UK, 2/16/03
A bizarre political statement by Saddam Hussein has
earned Iraq a windfall of hundreds of million of euros. In
October 2000 Iraq insisted on dumping the U.S. dollar—‘the
currency of the enemy’—for the more multilateral euro.
The changeover was announced on almost
exactly the same day that the euro reached its lowest
ebb, buying just $0.82, and the G7 Finance Ministers
were forced to bail out the currency. On Friday the
euro had reached $1.08, up 30 percent from that time.
Almost all of Iraq’s oil exports under the United
Nations oil-for-food programme have been paid in
euros since 2001. Around 26 billion euros (£17.4
billion) has been paid for 3.3 billion barrels of oil into
an escrow account in New York.
The Iraqi account, held at BNP Paribas, has also
been earning a higher rate of interest in euros than it
would have in dollars.
At the time of the change the UN issued a report
saying that the move could cost Iraq up to £270
million. Independent experts questioned the value of
buying into a plummeting currency.
‘It was seen as economically bad because the
entire global oil trade is conducted in dollars,’ says
Fadhil Chalabi, executive director of the Centre for
Global Energy Studies. The marked appreciation of
the euro—higher interest rates and the ability to pay
mainly European suppliers in euros—is believed to
have made hundreds of millions for the Iraqi oil-forfood programme.
UN officials insist that this benefit helps to pay for
humanitarian aid, war reparations and the cost of
weapons inspectors.
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